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Welcome to the May edition of etcetera magazine.
This month we see littered with les jours fériés and, fingers crossed,
warm weather, allowing us to spend more time outside in this beautiful
French countryside.
While the recent election results (audible sigh of relief from Europe)
may bring comfort to many, it’s still a difficult time for plenty of people.
With the cost of living continually rising, everyone is feeling the pinch.
So now more than ever, please support local businesses, we all really
need each other!

Gayle and Sam

Useful numbers
15
17
18

SAMU (Medical)
Gendarmes (Police)
Pompiers (Fire and also trained in
medical emergency)
114 Text-message emergency number for
deaf/hard of hearing
119 Child abuse
115 Homeless
113 Drugs and alcohol
112 European emergency not always English
1616 Emergency- Sea & Lake
3131 Last incoming call, key ‘5’ to connect
Orange
English speaking helpline
0033 (0)9 69 36 39 00
Website in English: www.orange.com/en/home
Technical assistance for landlines (French):
3900 (+33 9 69 39 39 00 from abroad)
SFR 1023 or 00336 1000 1023 (Not English)
EDF
8am to 8pm, Monday to Saturday.
+33 (0)9 69 36 63 83 EDF Helpline in English
0033 562164908 (From UK)
05 62 16 49 32 Fax
E-mail: simpleenergywithedf@edf.fr
CPAM - 09 74 75 36 46
Veolia Water Emergency No: 24h/24 et 7j/7
05 61 80 09 02 (press 1 for urgent problems or
2 for a technician)
S.E.P Du Confolens (Water)
05 87 23 10 08 Emergency 24/7
Aéroport Int’l Limoges 05 55 43 30 30
SNCF (train times, buying tickets etc) 36 35
Alcoholics Anonymous
For contact details of meetings in your area
including those conducted in English, visit
www.aafrance.net

Please download the pdf from this link now:
www.paysruffecois.fr/sante/guide.pdf

HOSPITALS
05 55 05 55 55
Limoges (CHU)
05 55 43 50 00
St Junien
05 55 47 20 20
Bellac
05 49 44 44 44
Poitiers
05 45 24 40 40
Angoulême
05 49 32 79 79
Niort
05 45 84 40 00
Confolens
Counselling In France Counsellors,
psychotherapists, NLP, CBT etc offering therapy
in English to expatriates all over France on
www.counsellinginfrance.com
SSAFA France 05 53 24 92 38
email france@ssafa.org.uk
French Health Insurance Advice line.
CPAM English speaking Advice line:
09 74 75 36 46 (from France)
0033 974 75 36 46 (from other countries).
The line is open from Monday to Friday, from
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
NHS website : www.nhs.uk/using-thenhs/healthcare-abroad
www.ameli.fr
No Panic France Helpline:
No Panic UK helpline:
0044 1 952 590 545 11h - 23h (French time) 7/7
www.nopanic.org.uk /nopanicfrance@orange.fr
English-speaking Crisis Line
SOS- HELP 01 46 21 46 46 3pm-11pm 7/7
British Consulate in Paris 01 44 51 31 00
British Consulate in Bordeaux 05 57 22 21 10
www.ukinfrance.fco.gov.uk/en/
Credit Agricole English Speaking Helpline
Charente (residents only) 05 45 20 49 60
Anglofile - Radio for British in Charente www.rcf.fr Tues 20h (repeated Sun 11h30).
leme 96.8, Chalais 96.9, Confolens 95.4, Ruffec
95.4, Char. Limousine 104.1, Cognac 89.9

Print 2 copies - one for your home and one
for your car - it could save a life.
NO international code needed from UK mobiles
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nnually in April, Members of the SudOuest France Branch of the Royal Air
Forces Association(RAFA) always venture
to Chateauneuf-sur-Charente in the
Charente department to pay homage to
FS Donald Hoddinott who died tragically in
April 1944 whilst parachuting from his
stricken Halifax bomber. Donald was the
gunner on board the Halifax of 644
Squadron from RAF Tarrant Rushton on
SOE duties dropping arms to the local
resistance. The aircraft caught fire but
sadly FS Hoddinott's parachute did not
open and he died. His memorial is at the
roadside in Chateauneuf (Fontaury) where
flowers and wreaths are laid every year
in remembrance.

A Modern Tribute
to a War-time Hero

To everyone's surprise on arrival this year
at the memorial, the Mayor of Chateauneuf
and workers from "Electricité de
France"(EDF) were seen revealing the
graffiti picture as shown on the adjacent
EDF Electric Sub-Station! What a fantastic
surprise! The picture was commissioned by
the Mayor of Chateauneuf and EDF from a
local artist ZenOne. A real modern tribute
to a gallant RAF airman.
More information can be found here:
www.aerosteles.net/stelefr-chateauneuf
Image and article provided by Terry Dennett,
Secretary Sud-Ouest Branch, RAFA Sud-Ouest

NEW ROUTE

Fly to London-Gatwick
from Limoges, starting May 1st, 2022.
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May
Traditions
tradition

By Mik

ONE CAN UNDERSTAND THE INSANITY OF THE AUGUST CLOSEDOWN, WHEN EVERYONE HEADS FOR THE COAST AND EVERYTHING
GRINDS TO A HALT, BUT WHY ARE THERE SO MANY HOLIDAYS IN MAY?

A

lthough this year it is going to pass
almost unnoticed, as three of the
feast-days fall on a Sunday. This is a
purely fortuitous thing, and, unlike the
English, the French do not designate an
alternative weekday to compensate.
If the feast-day (jour férié) falls on
Sunday, tough!
Let’s have a look at our four festivals, and
see how they originate.

1st May without having to pay tax or obey
retail regulations, hence the roaring trade
of street-vendors on that day. The
downside is that the plant is extremely
toxic. The Dog-Rose is also accepted as a
flower for 1st May if you want to play safe.
VE Day (Fête du huitième mai
or Jour de la Victoire 45)
Sunday 8th May

This festival in Britain is usually combined
with Remembrance Day 11th November,
but in France it is treated as a separate
occasion, when ceremonies are held at
The eight-hour working day was officially
war-memorials, a floral tribute is laid and
introduced in France on 23rd April 1919.
the names of the fallen
The 1st May was also
designated as La Fête
The day is often used for recited by the Mayor.
Attendance at these days
internationale des
demonstrations and
is small but dedicated. It
Travailleurs. During the
activities in support of
is a very moving event.
Second World War the
Workers’ Rights
Vichy regime renamed it
The day is fixed as that
as Fête du Travail et de la Concorde
on which the cease-fire of 1945 took effect;
sociale. After the war, the festival lapsed
on the same day, Gen. Charles de Gaulle
for two years, to be re-instituted in 1948 as
announced the end of the war to the
la Fête du Travaille. So it has continued.
people of France.
How is it celebrated in France?
Ascension Day (Jour de l’Ascension)
The day is often used for demonstrations
Thursday 26th May
and activities in support of Workers’
This festival celebrates the final ascension
Rights and even Human Rights. However,
of Christ to Heaven. It occurs 40 days after
one custom dated back long before the
Easter Day, so is always on a Thursday,
Fête was instituted. In 1561, Charles 9th of
though the date varies with that of Easter.
France was presented with a Lily of the
You can read the story in Luke 2450-52
Valley (Convallaria majalis). He was
and Acts 12-12, in the latter of which the
charmed, and decided to present Lilies of
40 days is mentioned. Sadly, these days
the Valley to his courtiers (presumably the
very few people could tell you when
female ones) on 1st May each year.
Ascension Day falls, or even what it
Strangely this didn’t take off in the general
commemorates. In France, for some it is a
world until 1900, when men began to
day to attend a church service. Others
present their ladies with Lilies of the
treat it as a welcome holiday, and often ils
Valley, and it became a recognised thing to
font le pont or take Friday off to make a
do on 1st May. Eventually it was enacted
that one could set up to sell this plant on
long weekend.
Labour Day (la Fête du Travail)
Sunday 1st May

8 etcetera
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Mike George is
our regular
contributor on
wildlife and the
countryside in
France. He is a
geologist and
naturalist, living
in the Jurassic
area of the
Charente

IN FRANCE

Mother's Day (Fête des Mères)
Sunday 29th May
This is an echo of a far older institution,
but its present date was only formalised in
France as the last Sunday of May during
the 20th Century. It is a day for the family
to honour our mothers, as its name
suggests. Now there are Father’s,
Grandpa’s and Grandma’s Days also. None
of them is, however, an official Jour Férié.
There is nothing wrong in celebrating
one’s antecedents, and of course the
florists and the card shops do a
roaring trade!
Originally, for the British, the 3rd Sunday
of Lent, which falls in April or early May,
was known as Mothering Sunday, when
you were supposed to return to your
Mother church, that is, your Baptismal
church or the church where you first
worshipped. As people began to leave their
place of birth to follow work, as the Feudal
System decayed, it became an opportunity
for families to reunite. Often it became the
only chance children had to see their
parents. Mothering Sunday developed a
deeper meaning.
Because it was Lent, the Lenten Fast was
in force, but it was usually relaxed for
Mothering Sunday. It was traditional to
make a cake to take to give to the
celebration of the reunion. This is the
origin of the “Simnel Cake” now more
often associated with Easter itself. This is
a light fruit cake, baked with a layer of
marzipan inside and with a marzipan
topping decorated with icing and a ring of
marzipan balls, usually 11 in number (to
represent the Apostles minus Judas).
May is the most glorious of months, filled
with the promise of summer to come!

tradition
The BBC was inundated by
hundreds of calls from viewers
wanting to know how to grow
their own spaghetti trees. It is
believed that the BBC told them
to: "Place a sprig of spaghetti in
a tin of tomato sauce and hope
for the best.”

Clockwise: Mother, daughter and
grandmother ready to celebrate
Mother’s Day; A beautiful posy of
Lilies of the Valley
shows love on May 1st beware, they are very toxic; A
delicious slice of Simnel cake for
Mothering Sunday; A parade of civic
dignitaries and villagers walking in
pride to their war memorial, to
remember their war-dead on VE
Day; Christ Departing to Heaven,
fresco by Gebhard Fugel,
1893/1894; May Day
demonstration in Paris

"May the 1st, Paris" by O.Ortelpa is marked with CC BY 2.0.

pull

"Vivre en France" by Isaszas is marked with CC BY 2.0
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Mossy Mushroom!
EASY STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS TO
MAKE A WONDERFUL CHICKEN WIRE
SCULPTURE SHAPED INTO A MOSS
AND SUCCULENT TOADSTOOL

These look great in any garden or outside
space. They’re incredibly easy to make,
and is definitely an activity you can do
with the kids. The toadstool shape is quite
simple to construct, so feel free to use
your imagination and creativity!

Steps
1. To start, fold an old piece of chicken
wire into four to make a square. Then
wrap it around a bowl to give a rough
shape of a toadstool cap.

6

2. Even though you will have to open
the wire up again to remove the bowl,
I think it still really helps to get the
basic form for your chicken
wire sculpture.
3. Fill the wire form with fresh or dried
moss or other nature materials from
your garden.
4. Once the chicken wire form is filled
with moss, fold the wire in,
underneath, to hold the moss
in place.
5. Use a pencil to make little planting
holes, and plant tiny succulents
straight into the top.

7
10 etcetera

6. To make the stem for the moss
toadstool, use another piece of
chicken wire. This time fold the wire
in half, and then roll it up into a tube,

By Sar
ah

Whitin

g

Sarah is the author of
craftinvaders.co.uk
where she blogs
about her original
craft tutorials,
recipes, foraging,
and developing wellbeing through being
creative, spending
time outdoors
and connecting
with nature

lining the final third with a little
more moss.
7. Use bamboo canes to secure this to
the ground, and to help secure the top
to the stem.
8. From start to finish, our chicken wire
sculpture only took about half an
hour to complete. It is super easy to
make, and really does look fabulous. I
plan to move it to a more shaded area
of the garden, and hope that it will
continue to grow and develop
over time.

craft

Tues - Sat 10h00 - 17h00
87190 Magnac Laval

Adult Clothing ~ Baby Clothing
English Greeting Cards ~ Gifts
T. 07.79.80.07.21
missjaysboutique@outlook.fr

MR. PIANO MAN

Never throw away your treasured
piano, until we have seen it! We have repaired
and reconditioned pianos in England and in
France for over 40 years, from mini pianos to
concert grands. Many years of experience.

Siret 51033234100017

Former BBC London Tuner
Complete piano renovations
(grands specialist)
TUNING & REPAIRS

Telephone: 05 45 21 16 13
Email: mr-piano-man@hotmail.com
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Simply Seasonal
THIS MONTH I’M SHARING WITH YOU SOME OF MY FAVOURITE DISHES
FOR THIS TIME OF YEAR, USING FRESH, GREEN PRODUCE THAT CAN BE
GROWN IN OUR GARDENS

Belinda, the
‘Accidental
Chatelaine’ loves
to cook at any
opportunity
and is delighted to
be able to share
that love with you
By Beli
n

da Prin
ce

www.
chateaumareuil.com

Crushed Pea and Blue Cheese Croutes
A delicious crunchy, savoury snack.
Ingredients
− 1 baguette
− olive oil
− ½ tbsp butter
− 150g frozen petit pois (I used frozen in
this instance but fresh also works, just
reduce your cooking time)
− 50g blue cheese (Roquefort or similar)
− 1 lemon, zested
− dill
− salt & freshly ground black pepper

12 etcetera

Method
1. Slice the baguette into 1cm slices and
brush with a little olive oil. Place under
a grill for 1-2 mins until lightly browned.
2. Melt the butter in a pan over a moderate
heat, add the frozen peas, cover and cook
for a couple of minutes until tender.
3. Take off the hob, then mash the peas
with a fork and season with salt and
pepper. Crumble in the blue cheese, the
lemon zest and some chopped dill.
4. Spread the mixture onto the baguette
slices and sprinkle with extra crumbled
blue cheese if liked and some more
lemon zest.

food

Broad Bean and Asparagus Salad
A refreshing green vegetable salad made from broad beans,
asparagus spears and peas. Finished with a zesty dressing.

Method

Ingredients
300g asparagus, trimmed, halved lengthways

2. Pour boiling water over broad beans, drain well and peel
(definitely worth the trouble!)

500g frozen broad beans (or fresh if available)

3. Do the same with the peas, but no need to peel!

150g frozen petit pois

4. To make the dressing, place the lemon juice, olive oil and
sugar in a screw-top jar and shake well. This makes quite a
lot of dressing which you can keep in the fridge for
another salad.

80ml lemon juice
160ml olive oil
1 tsp caster sugar
Flat leaf parsley & mint

1. Boil, blanch or steam asparagus until just tender and drain.

5. On a large serving platter or bowl, arrange the beans, peas
and asparagus. Drizzle with dressing and top with the fresh
herb leaves.

etcetera 13
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3. Sprinkle with salt and black pepper,

Strawberry Caprese Salad
A fresh, delicious and lively starter for
early summer.
Ingredients (Serves 4)
250ml balsamic vinegar
60ml honey
500g strawberries (large if possible)
250g mozzarella
¼ tsp salt
¼ tsp ground black pepper
Handful fresh basil leaves
60ml olive oil

14 etcetera

spread fresh basil leaves over the
salad, and drizzle with olive oil and
Method
1. First make the balsamic reduction.
Stir the balsamic vinegar and honey
together in a small saucepan and
place over a high heat. Bring to the
boil, reduce heat to low, and simmer
until the vinegar mixture has reduced
to about 80ml, this will take about 10
minutes. Set the balsamic reduction
aside to cool.
2. Arrange the strawberries and sliced
mozzarella decoratively on a
serving platter.

the balsamic reduction.

food
French Rhubarb Tart
An easy to make and delicious French tart
which can be served hot or cold. Great
served with cream.
Ingredients
4 large stalks of rhubarb
1 pack of pure butter puff pastry or
pate brisée
2 eggs
190ml cream entiére
125ml crème fraîche
1 tsp vanilla extract
75g sugar
Preheat the oven to 200º/180ºfan.

Method
1. Line a flan dish, ideally a metal one,
with the circle of pastry, prick and
bake blind in the oven 7-8 minutes,
using baking parchment or foil and
baking beans to prevent the pastry
from puffing up.
2. Wash and trim the rhubarb and chop
into small pieces. Mix the cream and
crème fraiche; add the eggs and beat
together until well combined. Add the
sugar to the mixture. Arrange the
rhubarb on the pre-cooked crust and
pour over the cream, sugar and eggs
mixture. Dust with a little extra sugar.
3. Bake the tart for 35 minutes.
Bon appétit!

Rhubarb and Almond Cake
Serve as a perfect tea-time treat or a
tasty pudding, with custard or cream!

the eggs one at a time until creamy.
Add the ground almonds and the
orange zest, sift in the flour and
baking powder and fold in until
everything is well combined.

Ingredients (Serves 8)

Method
1.

Grease and line a 22cm springform
tart tin and line the base and sides
with baking paper.

2.

Put the butter and sugar in a bowl
and cream together with an electric
whisk until pale and fluffy. Whisk in

3.

Spoon half the mixture into the tin,
carefully spreading it right to the
edges. Arrange just under half the
rhubarb on top, keeping it away from
the edges of the tin. Sprinkle over 1
tablespoon of the extra sugar.

4.

Spoon over the rest of the cake
mixture, then spread it to cover the
rhubarb. Arrange the rest of the
rhubarb on top, in a circle, filling in
any gaps (keeping it away from the
edges). Scatter over the flaked
almonds and sprinkle with the
remaining extra sugar.

5.

Bake for 1 hour until golden, cover
with a tent of foil and bake for
another 10-15 minutes until firm to
the touch in the middle. Leave in the
tin to cool before transferring to a
wire rack. If not serving warm, allow
to cool completely.

Château Mareuil History, Beauty, Tradition…
Come and visit our medieval château

Luxury Holidays with Private Pool - Chambres
d’Hôtes - Parties, Celebrations & Weddings
Wine Tasting & Private Dining

Siret: 840796015 00013

150g salted butter, at room temperature
150g caster sugar (sucre en poudre)
+ 2 tbsp
2 medium eggs
200g ground almonds
1 orange, zested
100g self raising flour (farine á gateaux)
1 tsp baking powder
400g rhubarb, trimmed and cut into
4cm lengths
2 tbsp flaked almonds (optional)
Pre-heat the oven to 180º/160ºfan

CHÂTEAU GALLERY & BROCANTE
Now open for private viewings Call 05 49 48 02 93

Belinda and Lee Prince
www.chateaumareuil.com
Château Mareuil, Mareuil, 86290 Brigueil-le-Chantre
etcetera 15
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Lunch 12pm-2pm
Evening 6pm-9pm
(last order 8.45pm)

Plat du jour 13.50€

Le Renard Roux

36310 Beaulieu

Lunch & Dinner - Music - Events
Full details on Facebook

16 etcetera

T. 07 87 14 96 29

Reservations
recommended

opinion

Brian White lives in
south Indre with
his wife, too many
moles and not
enough guitars

RADIO THERAPY
T

his year’s centenary of the BBC
reminds me how much I love radio.
These days it’s a ubiquitous presence yet
still somehow an old-school relic in a
world obsessed by the shiny and the new.
It’s accessible absolutely everywhere via a
dizzying range of gadgets with vacuous
phone-ins offering refuge for the
perpetually offended, while a million pop
stations cater for those who confuse music
with sound. Trendy hipster types can
choose from 120 channels received in hidefinition on their digital nose-ring while
they scream “LET’S GO PELOTON!” at
each other on Zoom.
Or something.

lunchtime in our house consisted of “TwoWay Family Favourites”, the appalling
“Billy Cotton Band Show” and mint sauce.
Later in the afternoon, every kid was glued
to “Pick of the Pops” with Alan Freeman
and the tingling excitement of the
countdown to that week’s Number 1. All
this makes me sound ancient, I realise,
although I do recall it improved greatly
after the Boer War.

Whereas television demands our full
attention (“stop what you’re doing and
watch me!”), radio is an amiable
companion where
audio-only
conversation
Radio
is
an
amiable
In absurd contrast, the
sharpens our focus.
companion where audiofirst receiver I remember
A great example is
from childhood stood with
only conversation
the 1960 US
regal formality in the
sharpens our focus
Presidential election
corner of our front room,
debate between
the one we were only
John F. Kennedy
allowed in at Christmas. It
and
Richard
Nixon,
the
first such event to
was an enormous rosewood cabinet, the
be televised. Polled afterwards, TV viewers
size of a skip, with an illuminated dial
voted that Kennedy’s suave confidence
listing mysterious names like Paris,
had won the day over the sweaty, ‘needs-aMunich and Prague. A window to the
world. Moving the needle along (when our
shave’ Nixon. Interestingly, though, a poll
parents weren’t around) brought faraway
of listeners to the radio broadcast,
voices in strange languages plus the
undistracted by the visuals, firmly gave the
caterwauling soprano who popped up all
opposite verdict. Breaking news events can
over the place.
also carry a greater heft when heard rather
than watched. I still remember the
In those days, we had the BBC Light
physical jolt one December morning in
Programme, the forerunner of today’s
1980 when, instead of the usual political
Radio 2, featuring shows like “Music
headline, the 7am radio news opened with,
While You Work” and the patronisingly
“The former Beatle, John Lennon . . .”
titled “Housewives’ Choice”. Sunday

Inevitably, radio’s immense reach can be a
double-edged sword. During WW2,
William Joyce (“Lord Haw-Haw”)
broadcast pro-Nazi messages to the UK
from Germany to undermine British
morale. A group of Japanese women,
known collectively as “Tokyo Rose”, did
the same job against American forces in
the Pacific and the later “Voice of
America” broadcasts during the Cold War
aimed Western propaganda at the Soviet
Union. On the flipside, it’s said that during
his 22-year tenure as the BBC’s India
Correspondent, Mark Tully was so trusted
that tens of millions of people refused to
believe any news story until they heard
him confirm it on the World Service.
But it’s radio’s unique intimacy which
threads through my life, particularly – and
predictably – with music. Hearing
“Wonderful Land” by The Shadows when I
was young, (courtesy of the peerless Mr
Freeman again), was my first encounter
with the power of an instrumental record.
Another example: one winter evening in
2011 after visiting my father in the
hospice, I was sitting in the car, numb and
unable to simply drive away. At some
point I must have switched on BBC Radio
3 from where Mozart’s Symphony No. 29
enveloped me like a consoling hug. It felt
almost physical.
These days France Musique FM is our
home companion, a satisfying blend of
classical favourites, rewarding new
discoveries, some excellent jazz and the
occasional ‘what-the-hell-is-that?’ oddity,
(I doff my cap to “Symphonic Poem for
100 Metronomes”).
Radio is a sprawling landscape, far too
vast to properly cover here. In fact, despite
having presented radio jazz programmes
in the past, I’m actually clueless how
broadcasting works. But it’s a miraculous
medium in which many of its greatest
programmes down the years would be
unthinkable if transferred to television,
relying, as they do, on the power of our
imagination. The revered broadcaster
Alistair Cooke, whose incomparable
“Letter from America”, ran on BBC radio
for 58 years, once captured its appeal
perfectly: “I prefer radio to TV”, he said,
“because the pictures are better”.
To which I can only add – of course “Hear . . . hear”.
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language & assistance

Parlez
Français
French conversation, vocabulary & traditions

Le Jardinage
P

osséder un jardin est souvent
synonyme de bonheur. En ce mois de
mai, le printemps est revenu, les
bourgeons sur les arbres vont éclore, les
fleurs s’ouvrent, les oiseaux et les insectes
reviennent, les travaux de jardinage
peuvent reprendre.
Que vous ayez des plates-bandes de fleurs,
un potager, un verger, des haies ou tout
simplement une pelouse, l’activité de
jardinage est de retour.
Entretenir son jardin représente du temps,
des travaux plus ou moins laborieux, de la
patience … mais c’est aussi un loisir qui
peut être très agréable, qui est
thérapeutique, qui nous empêche de
penser aux soucis quotidiens, qui nous fait
sortir en dehors de la maison, qui est
gratifiant quand ce que l’on a planté
pousse bien.
Pour faire ces travaux de jardinage, nous
utilisons des outils de jardin : le sécateur,
la pelle, la bêche, la fourche, le râteau, le
balai, la brouette, la tondeuse, le tracteurtondeuse, le taille-haie, la
débroussailleuse, la scie, le motoculteur, le
scarificateur, l’arrosoir, la binette,
l’aspirateur-souffleur de feuilles, le
broyeur de végétaux, la cisaille à haie, une

échelle, un escabeau, le coupe-bordure,
l’élagueuse, la faucille, la faux, la houe, la
pioche, le plantoir, la serpe,
la tronçonneuse…

déchetterie pour jeter les gros
déchets végétaux…

Aussi, nous pouvons nettoyer la terrasse
au « karcher » (c’est-à-dire au nettoyeur
haute pression), repeindre la pergola,
Nous utilisons aussi des objets comme un
consolider les arches fleuries, nettoyer la
pot de fleurs, une jardinière, en plastique
fontaine, la cascade ou le bassin, ranger la
ou en grès ; du bois ou du fer pour nos
serre de jardin, arranger les décorations
plates-bandes ou carrés de potager. Nous
de jardin et les statues, réparer les petites
mettons des gants quand nous faisons du
maisons à insectes et pour les oiseaux,
jardinage. Parfois, nous nous mouillons
acheter ou faire faire
quand nous utilisons le
de nouveaux objets
tuyau d’arrosage !
pour le jardin : une
Les travaux de jardinage
C’est aussi un loisir qui peut lanterne, une cage
sont : bêcher, planter,
décorative, un
être très agréable, qui est
rempoter, tailler les
photophore, un
thérapeutique, qui nous
haies, tondre la pelouse,
empêche de penser aux soucis brasero, une
mettre de l’engrais,
sculpture… tout pour
élaguer des arbres,
bien aménager
arroser les plantes et les
le jardin.
légumes, terrasser, creuser des trous pour
Et puis, quand tout est bien propre, nous
planter des arbres, tailler les rosiers et les
n’hésitons plus à sortir les meubles de
arbres fruitiers (le pommier, le prunier,
jardin : les chaises de jardin, le banc, la
l’abricotier, le poirier, le framboisier, le
table de jardin, la balancelle, les poufs, les
groseillier, les cassissier, le figuier, la
coussins, le belvédère, le barbecue… Bref,
vigne…), rattacher les plantes aux tuteurs,
tout pour profiter de son jardin seul ou
arracher les mauvaises herbes, couper les
avec sa famille et ses amis !
gourmands de la vigne, ramasser les
feuilles mortes et l’herbe coupée,
Je vous souhaite un bon jardinage et de
bons moments dans votre jardin !
composter les déchets végétaux, aller à la

Broaden your horizons with CONTINENTAL HORIZONS!
Bon courage!

Isabelle
Mob. : 06 20 10 34 49 / Email : continentalhorizons@free.fr
Isabelle works for CONTINENTAL HORIZONS Language Centre in L’Isle
Jourdain and teaches French as a Foreign Language every day in their many
classrooms. Do not hesitate to contact her on 05 49 84 17 73.
www.continental-horizons.com
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posséder (verb)
to own
le bonheur
happiness
un bourgeon
a bud
éclore (verb)
to open for a bud
reprendre (verb)
to restart
une plate-bande
a flower bed
un potager
a vegetable patch
un verger
an orchard
une haie
a hedge
une pelouse
a lawn
entretenir (verb)
to maintain
un loisir
a leisure activity
empêcher (de) (verb)
to prevent (from)
un souci
a worry
quotidien (adj)
daily

planter (verb)
to plant
pousser (verb)
to grow (for a plant)
un outil
a tool
une pelle
a shovel
une bêche
a spade
une fourche
a garden fork
un râteau
a rake
un balai
a broom
une brouette
a wheelbarrow
une tondeuse
a lawnmower
un taille-haie
a hedge-cutter
une débroussailleuse
a strimmer
une scie
a saw
un motoculteur
a rotovator
un arrosoir
a watering can
une binette
a hoe
un aspirateur-souffleur de
feuilles
a leaf vaccum blower

un broyeur de végétaux
a wood chipper
une cisaille à haie
a hedging sheers
une échelle
a ladder
un escabeau
a step ladder
un coupe-bordure
an edge-cutter
une élagueuse
a pruner
une faucille
a sickle
une faux
a sithe
une houe
a hoe
une pioche
a pickaxe
un plantoir
a dibber
une serpe
a billhook
une tronçonneuse
a chainsaw
une jardinière
a window box
un gant
a glove
se mouiller (verb)
to get wet
un tuyau d’arrosage
a garden hose

bêcher
(verb)
to dig over
rempoter
(verb)
to repot
tailler
les haies (verb)
to trim the hedges
tondre la pelouse (verb)
to mow the lawn
mettre de l’engrais
to add fertiliser
élaguer (verb)
to prune
arroser (verb)
to water
terrasser (verb)
to work the soil
creuser (verb)
to dig
tailler (verb)
to cut, to prune, to trim
un rosier
a rose bush
un arbre fruitier
a fruit tree
un pommier
an apple tree
un prunier
a plum tree
un abricotier
an apricot tree
un poirier
a pear tree

GET THE
VOCAB!
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un framboisier
a raspberry bush
un groseillier
a redcurrant bush
un cassissier
a blackcurrant bush
un figuier
a fig tree
une vigne
a vine
un tuteur
a plant support
arracher (verb)
to remove
une mauvaise herbe
a weed
un gourmand (de vigne)
a (vine) sucker
ramasser (verb)
to pick up, to collect
un déchet végétal /
des déchets végétaux
a garden refuse
jeter (verb)
to throw away
nettoyer (verb)
to clean
un nettoyeur haute pression
a high pressure cleaner
ranger (verb)
to tidy up
une serre de jardin
a greenhouse
réparer (verb)
to repair
aménager (verb)
to fit out, to lay out
un meuble de jardin
garden furniture
un banc
a bench
une balancelle
a swing bench
un belvédère
a gazebo
profiter (de) (verb)
to enjoy, to make the most of

To support and guide you in all
administrative procedures : mails & letters,
job search & business set-up,
proofreading, translations, appointments…

Emma Salaun-Cahill
French Masters in English Literature
French national, perfectly bilingual

05 16 16 12 63
emma.2710@laposte.net

FRENCH LESSONS
ONE-TO-ONE / GROUPS

At Dino’s in Champagnac la Rivière (87150)

PLUS

or ONLINE CLASSES

Translations &
Administrative Assistance

Sandrine Durand Siret : 488 296 450 00015
05 55 78 16 21 / 06 83 07 66 98
r.sandrine.durand@orange.fr

FRENCH LESSONS
FOR FREE
(if eligible)

with experienced French teachers
Groups - Private tutoring - E-learning
Contact Alain
05 55 32 41 76 / 06 37 76 54 98
alain.rio@hvformations.org
Siret: 824417364 00018

http://hvformations.org
CHASSENEUIL-SUR-BONNIEURE

▪ Lessons and administration help in the comfort of
your home with a 50% tax reduction/credit
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪ Intense 2 week learning course
French Classes
Translation Services
▪ Regular events to discover French culture & people
Help with Your Paperwork
CLASSES FROM JUST 7€ PER HOUR
English & French Secondhand Books

www.doclingua.fr / Facebook
T : 06 08 06 01 80 /
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Face
-toFace

Or
Online!

New Office Coming

@DocLinguaLanguageSchool
: ingrid.vincent@doclingua.fr

Siren 843 337 791
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REDUCED RATES OF TVA ON HOME IMPROVEMENTS

B

rought in to make building renovation
more accessible to home owners and
to encourage better energy efficiency,
there are numerous rules and obligations
to qualify for each of the lower rates of
TVA available.
In addition to the standard TVA rate of
20% and the special rate of 2.1%, there are
two reduced TVA rates:
- a reduced rate of 10%
- a reduced rate of 5.5%
Depending on the type of renovation or
maintenance work carried out in the
property, it is possible to benefit, under
certain conditions, from TVA at 10%
or 5.5%.
Reduced TVA rates: for which premises?
To benefit from the reduced rates of TVA
on your work, your property must be:
− built more than two years prior to the
beginning of the work
− assigned to residential use only,
principal or secondary residence,
whether the client is the owner, tenant
or free-of-charge occupant.
Works eligible for the 10% VAT rate
TVA at a reduced rate of 10% concerns
improvement, transformation, and
development works, and the supply of
certain equipment. This intermediate rate
is applicable to the following benefits
and elements:
−

labour services

−

raw materials and supplies essential to
the completion of the work (cement,
glass wool, tiles or slates, tiles,
wallpapers, paint, joints, screws, bolts,
pipes, electrical wires ...)

−

kitchen, bathroom and storage
equipment provided that they are
incorporated into the building and
adapt to the configuration of the
premises and that they are impossible
to remove without damaging the
furniture or the frame.

−

heating equipment (oil tanks, gas
tanks or boilers not eligible for the
VAT rate of 5.5%)

−

opening and closing systems for the
property (doors, windows or patio
doors not eligible for the 5.5% rate).

than or equal to 3 kilovolt-amperes
per dwelling;
− thermal insulation materials for opaque
or glazed walls, insulating shutters or
entrance doors to the outside;
− insulation materials for all or part of an
installation for the production or
distribution of heat or domestic
hot water;
− heating control devices;

SMALL BUSINESS ADVICE

LINDSEY QUERIAUD
OWNER: CAST T: 05 45 84 14 94
lindseyqueriaud@outlook.com
of the underground heat exchanger of the
geothermal heat pumps), the latter must
be invoiced within a maximum period of
three months from the invoicing of the
periphery work. Otherwise, this work is
seen as independent work which must be
subject to a higher rate of TVA.

− energy production equipment using a
To be eligible for the rate of 5.5 %, the
renewable energy source, with the
periphery works which
exception of
electricity
are inextricably linked to
The reduced TVA rate of
production
the energy quality
5.5% applies to energy
equipment using
improvement works
the sun's radiative
renovation works, whether in must relate to the same
energy, or heat
order to benefit from energy room as that to which
pumps, other than
saving, thermal insulation, or the energy quality
air/air, the
improvement works
energy production
essential purpose
relate or to the elements
of which is the
of the building directly
production of domestic heat or
effected by the energy quality
hot water;
improvement works.
− the underground heat exchanger of
Example: A double-glazed window is
geothermal heat pumps;
installed in a bathroom. Any painting and
plastering work resulting from the
− equipment for connecting to a heating
installation of the double-glazed window
network, mainly powered by renewable
in the bathroom is subject to the rate of
energies or by a cogeneration plant.
5.5%. If the owner takes the opportunity
Inextricably linked work
to have the walls of his kitchen repainted,
this work in the kitchen is subject to a
To be eligible for the rate of 5,5 %, works
higher rate and should be
which are inextricably linked to the energy
quality improvement works themselves
billed separately.
subject to the rate of 5,5 % must be
None of these lower rates of TVA are
invoiced within a maximum period of
applicable if the client has not completed
three months from the date of invoicing of
an attestation simplifiée. The builder or
the energy quality improvement works to
installation company very often provide
which they are linked. It is specified that
the form in duplicate to allow the client to
any additional or corrective invoice
benefit from the reduced rates. However,
cannot reopen the deadline. When the
it is the client’s responsibility to provide,
work carried out precedes the energy
sign, and give a copy to the contractor.
quality improvement work to which it is
inextricably linked (e.g. the drilling and
Source Bercy Infos, le 12/01/2022
earthworks necessary for the installation
- Taxe sur la valeur ajoutée (TVA)

Works eligible for the VAT rate of 5.5%
The reduced TVA rate of 5.5% applies to
energy renovation works, whether in
order to benefit from energy saving,
thermal insulation, or energy production
equipment using a renewable
energy source.
− condensing boilers;
− gas micro-cogeneration boilers with an
electricity production capacity of less
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ISABELLE
WANT
BH ASSURANCES

Yes - it’s that time of the year again! Time
to fill in your income tax form. It’s all in
French and there are lots of pages and
boxes to fill in - and they may have
changed it again!
Well, worry not, help is at hand. I will try
to explain it to you and make it simple. I
will only cover the most common revenues
so for more technical information, contact
me directly.
Changes:
I have not noticed any so good news there.
Important dates:
You have to declare your revenue for the
year 2021 (1st January to 31st December).
However, the tax office accepts that you
use the revenue corresponding to the UK
tax year.

INCOME TAX FORMS 2022
Corrigendum (issue April 2022). See correction on page 40
What forms and how do you fill
them in:
The 2042 is the blue form that everybody
has to fill in and it is on this form that you
report what you have filled in on other
forms. But there are different versions of
the 2042:
2042: This is the normal blue 2042 form
that everyone has to fill in - no exceptions.
Check or fill in the information on page 1
(name, address, etc). On page 2, check or
fill in the information asked for (marital
status, etc) and make sure it is correct as
they can give you allowances or discounts
(invalidity, number of children living with
you, etc).

2042RICI: This is the form on which you
report things that give you tax credits such
as having kids at
You can start filling the
collège, lycée, etc
forms in online (only if it
Note that in September 2022,
or doing some
is NOT the first time)
the French government will then work on your
from 7th April and until
house related to
readjust the amount that they
24th May 2022 for
saving energy
take
out
of
your
current
account
Departments 1 to 19
(Charente is 16), 31st May
monthly according to what you and ecology.
Note that this
2022 for Departments 20
have filled in
year, the box for
to 49 and 8th June 2022
employing a
for Departments 50 and
gardener or cleaner, giving to charity, is on
above (Deux Sevres is 79 and Vienne 86).
the normal 2042.
Deadline to send or deposit your paper tax
2042C: This is the form to have if you are
form is 19th May 2022.
under the French health system via an S1
The result (the bill!) is called Avis
(you are receiving a state pension). You
d’imposition and is sent to you from
need to tick box 8SH (declarant 1) and/or
mid-August.
8SI (declarant 2) to avoid paying social
charges on your interest. Box 8TK which
Note that in September 2022, the French
was on the last page on the normal 2042
government will then readjust the amount
before is now on this form. This is the box
that they take out of your current account
that people with government pensions or
monthly according to what you have filled
UK rental need to tick. You can also find
in (so more or less or even reimburse you
box 8VL which is the 17.7% tax credit on
if you had less income than 2020). Or
your dividends. Those boxes are on the
change the % tax on your salary if you are
an employee.
last page of form 2042-C.

2042C Pro: If you are self-employed in
France, this is where you fill in your
professional revenue.
This is also the form used to declare
revenues from gîtes or chambre d’hôtes
nonprofessional.
2044: This is the form to fill in if your
rental income is superior to 15 000 euros
per year.
2047: This is the purple form (or pink) on
which you enter your revenue from
abroad. It is better if you start with this
one and then report the result on the other
forms. Here is how to do it:
2047: Enter all your pension revenues
(even those from civil servants that are
taxed in the UK) on page 1, section 1 in the
box called « Pensions, retraites, rentes”.
Be careful, you now must tick the box
stating if the pension is public (ex-civil
servant) or Privé (private and state
pension/old age). So, if you have both, tick
both boxes. You then have to report
pensions to the pension section on the
2042, page 3, section 1, line 1AM (or 1BM
for declarant 2) for pensions taxed in
France (state pension and private
pensions) and line 1AL (or 1BL for
declarant 2) for pensions from UK
government employees such as teacher,
civil servant, military, NHS, etc).
In section 2, on page 2 is where you put
the interest you earned on savings in the
UK. And yes, ISAs and Premium bonds are
taxable in France as you are a French
resident. So, you have to fill them in at the
bottom of page 2 in box 230 “intérêts”.
Enter the country of origin, then you write
the amount on line 2TR, line 252.
Then you report the amount on line 2TR,
page 3, section 2 of the 2042.
You also need to tick box 2OP on form
2042, page 3 if you want the interest to be

Isabelle Want 06 17 30 39 11 Email: isabelle.want @bh-assurances.fr

N° Orias 07021727/16005974
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22 rue Jean Jaures.
16700 Ruffec
Tél:+33 (0)5 45 31 01 61

102 Avenue de la République
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10 Bd du 8 mai 1945
16110 La Rochefoucauld
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2 Avenue de la Gare
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taxed according to the rest of your income
and not at 12.8% flat tax.
In section 4, you enter the revenues from
house rental abroad. Then report on
section 6 to get the tax credit (because it is
taxed in the UK) and report on line 4BE
and 4BK, section 4 of the 2042. If
revenues from rental are > 15 000 euros,
you have to fill in the 2044 form and
report the figures on line 4BA and 4BL on
form 2042.

Don’t forget to date and sign the forms!
If it is your first, join a RIB and copy of
your passport.
The exchange rate for 2021 is 1.16 (that is
the average of last year). You can get
another rate from your local tax office, use
theirs if it is lower than 1.16! Note that
when you ask the official Paris tax office
they tell you to use the rate from the
“banque de France” on the day you got
paid! Or use the average of the year.

In section 6, you put the revenue from
If your pension has been
government
directly transferred to
employees' pension
your French bank
Rental
income
from
(military, police, NHS,
account, just add up all
property in the UK will
civil servant, etc) and
the figures of last year as
rental income from
always be taxed in the UK
long as it is a gross
property in the UK
whether you are a French
amount (not taxed
(those will always be
resident
or
not
at source).
taxed in the UK
whether you are a
Help:
French resident or not). Then you report
the amount on line 8TK, last page of the
A complete guide on how to fill in your tax
2042C. This is because those
form online is on our website:
revenues/income get a tax credit in France
https://bh-assurances.fr/taxes/ if you
equivalent to what the tax would be on it
can’t find it, email me!
in France as they are taxed in the UK. You
must enter the gross amount (before tax
If you are one of my customers, you are
for pensions or expenses for rental).
entitled to free help in 2 of our offices (no
appointments, just turn up):
3916: if you have a bank account outside
France, then you have to declare it on that
-Chasseneuil sur Bonnieure on Thursday
form (section1 and 4). One form per
12th May (all day apart from 12-2pm - my
account. Or if you have a lot, on a blank
lunch)
A4 paper.

-Ruffec on Tuesday 10th May (all day
apart from 12-2pm - my lunch)
Please make sure you have all the figures
ready and the relevant forms (you can get
them from your local tax office or online)
when you come to see me. Otherwise I get
very grumpy!
And remember to check out our website
www.bh-assurances.fr/en for all my
previous articles and register to receive
our monthly Newsletter. You can also
follow us on Facebook: “Allianz Jacques
Boulesteix et Romain Lesterpt”.
And don’t hesitate to contact me for any
other information or quote on subjects
such as funeral cover, inheritance law,
investments, car, house, professional and
top up health insurance, etc…
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EVEN THE WEALTHY NEED A BUDGET
"A budget is telling your money where to
go instead of wondering where it went."
– John Maxwell
It’s too easy to swipe a card when you go
shopping these days. A bit here, a bit
there. It all adds up.
Advantages of budgeting

B

Know what you buy - A budget helps you
become aware of not only your day-to-day
and monthly expenses, but also those
yearly or once off expenses e.g. holiday
gifts, birthday presents, annual renewals
of insurance, repairs, vet bills, new tyres
for your car etc. These all add up and need
to be budgeted into your monthly savings,
so you have the funds available when you
need them.

“A good budget can help keep your
spending on track and even uncover some
hidden cash flow problems that might free
up even more money to put toward your
other financial goals.”
– thebalance.com

Setting your priorities - A budget helps
you plan for important priorities like a
deposit for a home, holiday, paying off a
credit card, education fees. You can’t do
everything, so there will always be tradeoffs. You need to decide which sacrifices
you are willing to make to achieve
these priorities.

udget, budget, budget. You keep
hearing the experts repeat this over
and over. What’s the big deal? Any of you
who are fortunate to be an affluent
professional, you might think that you
don’t need to budget. You can buy
whatever you need whenever you need it
and you don’t need to worry
about budgeting.

It’s not just about the spending, it’s also
about keeping track of spending and
setting up financial goals and how to
achieve them. How many times have you
asked yourself, ‘Where did it all go?’
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Have the conversation - You need to talk
to your spouse/partner/children about
your financial goals, as often you will have

different ideas and goals. Getting everyone
on the same financial page allows you all
to align your thinking towards prioritising
and achieving these goals.
Reach your goals faster - There are always
unforeseen expenses like a car breaking
down. Adding savings for these emergency
expenses into your budget will help you to
stay on track with your financial goals and
possibly achieve them sooner.
You control the budget - it doesn’t control
you. Many don’t want budgets because
they feel it restricts them too much. A
budget helps you get control over your
money and put your money where it
counts and is best utilised to achieve your
dreams. (Source - thebalance.com)
Chat to your adviser about helping you set
up a budget and savings vehicle according
to your financial situation and priorities,
so that you can achieve your goals.
Please note, the above is for education purposes only
and does not constitute advice. You should always
contact a financial adviser in the country you live for
a personal consultation
* No liability can be accepted for any actions taken
or refrained from being taken, as a result of
reading the above.
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The Power of Customer Connection

C

ustomers are the bedrock of a business,
however large or small. Depending on
your business and what you need to bring
in will determine what customers you need.
For example, e-commerce businesses need
a constant stream, others don't need high
customer levels, some rely on repeat
business, while others need new customers.
It's a dance between business owners and
customers, and customers’ needs, wants
and desires differ from one person to the
next. So business owners cannot be
expected to be all things to all people, but
what you can control is what you and your
business are and get customers looking for
you and your business.
Connecting with customers starts at many
touchpoints. They may visit your website,
interact with your social posts, or sign up
for your newsletter. They may not need or
want you or your product/service now but
may do in the future. It is your
responsibility and challenge to keep them
interested until they are ready to spend
money with you. Once they are a customer,
you can develop a relationship with them
that keeps them coming back. Remember,
it is far less expensive to keep a happy
camp of customers than obtain new ones.
But things change. Customers’ needs

change, and their finances and
circumstances change. So for the business
owner, it is about keeping the ones you
have got for as long as possible and
balancing them with new ones to become
longer-term customers.
The pandemic had a significant impact on
consumer behaviour. Many consumers
headed online for activities such as
shopping and entertainment, a behaviour
that has not changed. Consumers have
become aware of how and where they want
to spend their money. As a result, they are
looking for and want authentic and
personalised approaches to their
relationship with a business. The current
economic situation further challenges
spending power. In addition, the rising
costs of living, fuel, and supplier issues
affects us all.
For the business owner, it's not just about
standing out and providing a positive
purchasing experience but all that nice
warm fuzzy stuff. It's about knowing and
understanding your customer.
How can a business owner really connect
with a customer?
− Make them feel special
− Respond to concerns/queries

MARKETING

MICALA
WILKINS
ALACIM SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
− Go above and beyond
− Be respectful and sincere
− Keep communication lines open –
candid, honest
− Invest in CRM – a customer relationship
management tool to support your
customer relationship efforts.
Keep all of your customer touchpoints
active and influential. But, don't spread
yourself too thinly, be where your
customers are. Ultimately, having
customers on your email list is where they
should be heading and staying.
Your business will be a sum of all different
customers with different needs and wants.
Customers are human beings with feelings,
and connecting with them as fellow human
beings, making them feel special,
appreciated and valued is hugely
important. Customer relationship building
takes time, but the dividends pay off
handsomely if these practices are
embedded in your business.

Let’s talk currency
Sue Cook

Regional Coordinator Centre Ouest
87600 Rochechouart
+33 (0)555 036 669 +33 (0)689 992 889
E: sue.c@currenciesdirect.com
www.currenciesdirect.com/france
Siret: 444 729 008 00011

Advertise Your Business
Contact Sam or Gayle: editors.etcetera@gmail.com
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Swim
Basics
WHETHER YOU ARE A BEGINNER OR AN ADVANCED SWIMMER SOME
FUNDAMENTALS SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD ABOUT WATER SAFETY

T

he French government has mandated
that children must learn about
swimming and pool safety whilst at school.
Some even qualify as lifeguards whilst
studying. We all know that swimming is a
life skill and as a parent it is comforting to
know that the little ones can float and
understand about water safety, especially
when on holiday or being anywhere near
water. The World Health Organisation
states that at least 3 people die every hour
due to drowning, most being children.
Rules
It is worth knowing that in France it is
mandatory at swimming establishments to
be correctly dressed. Tight fitting
swimming trunks or the even tighter
fitting streamlined trunks can be seen at
most pools. Swimming hats are also
sometimes mandatory and pool staff are
quick to ensure you all follow the rules.
Swimming pools
Most pools have informative websites
which show the pool timetables; be sure to
check if the schools are in or out as
programmes do change over the holiday
periods. Most pools will have a number of
lanes for swimmers to train so be careful
you don’t jump into a swim club’s lane by
accident. Etiquette is generally up one side
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and down the other within the lane. Make
sure you take time to see what swimmers
are doing so you can blend in and be safe.
Don’t be surprised if somebody joins in
the lane and completely destroys the
routine. The most important thing is to
keep looking and stay aware.
Benefits
Swimming has many benefits and
shouldn’t be underestimated as a form
of exercise:
− Low impact cardio exercise, good for
recovery when rehabilitating after
injury - water supports up to 90% of
the body’s weight.
− Helps maintain
healthy weight
− Helps strengthen
heart and lungs
− Strengthens
endurance

Email: dmz25@hotmail.com

− It’s an exercise that the whole family
can join in with no matter what level.

Kit and equipment – There are many
products that swimmers use to get the
most from their training.
Some common items which
Don’t be surprised if
you may see at the pool are
somebody joins in the
listed below and I have added
lane and completely
a brief explanation to help
destroys the routine
you understand their
purpose:

− Boosts mood
− Reduces stress and can contribute to
better sleep
− Works all muscle groups and gives the
swimmer an all-over body workout
− Burns calories

By David Z
immer

David is a British
Triathlon Level 3
triathlon coach,
Swim England swim
teacher, life coach
and mentor.
Developing people is
what makes him tick
and he gets immense
pleasure in seeing
others succeed

Noodle - Adds buoyancy and supports you
in the water
Pull buoy – Generally positioned between
the legs (groin) and helps maintain a
streamlined position. It isolates the legs so
the swimmer can focus on the top half of
the body to perfect the stroke.

health

Goggles – To enable you to see in the
water, some can be fitted with lenses if you
rely on glasses

thing is that you kick smoothly with your
toes pointed (think tippy toes) and not
too aggressively

Water bottle – Hydration is very
important when swimming, it is
sometimes underestimated how much you
need whilst you work out

Breathing - Breathing is where a lot of
beginners get into trouble. They panic
because they begin to lose breath and their
instinct is to put their head up and stop.
Ideally, you should try to learn to breathe
on both sides of your body and get your
mouth in the little pocket of space just in
front of your shoulder, known as the
‘bow wave’.

Kick board – This enables a swimmer to
isolate the top half of the body so the
swimmer can focus on the kick part of
the stroke.
Hand paddles – Big and small enable a
swimmer to catch the water effectively
increasing the pull through the water and
perfecting the hand position
Types of strokes
The two most common are breaststroke
and front crawl. People refer to freestyle,
which actually means any stroke, but
generally front crawl is deemed the
quickest. Other strokes are butterfly and
backstroke. Let's look at the two
most common.

Breaststroke fundamentals
Body Position - Your body position should
be with your head facing forward in line
with the rest of your body. Keep your
shoulders, hips and legs as horizontal as
possible but slope your body slightly to
allow the leg kick to stay beneath the water

Arm Action (Out-sweep and In-Sweep) Your arms should mirror each other as
they move. Out-sweep, palms out. This is
when you want to bring your head out of
the water to breathe. In-sweep - Bring
Front crawl
your arms to your chest
fundamentals
and keep them out in
You should try to learn to
The catch - the point
breathe on both sides of your front of the chest. This is
where you bend your body and get your mouth in the when you also bring your
heels to your bottom to
hand and wrist in the
little pocket of space just in start kicking
water to begin pulling
front of your shoulder, known
your hand back, to
Recovery - Arms to your
as the ‘bow wave’
allow propulsion
front and glide.
through the water.
You should pause with your arms
The pull - This occurs immediately after
the catch and refers to pulling your hand
back though the water to propel
yourself forward.

outstretched in a streamlined position
during your glide.

Body Roll - This refers to the way you twist
your torso to aid with hand entry into
the water.

Leg Action - Keep your knees together and
bring your knees towards your butt, turn
your ankles out, bring both your legs
around and together, and glide with your
toes pointed

The kick - Swimmers tend to kick at
various speeds and beginners should not
worry too much about the specifics of the
beat of their kick. The most important

Breathing - Your breath should be
completed and your head should be
entering the water by the start of your
in-sweep

Open Water Swimming
Open water swimming is not for
everybody, it requires a different type of
motivation. If you are venturing out think
safety before you start, let people know
where you are swimming and better still
go in a group. Conditions can sometimes
be difficult unlike pool swimming, so you
must be prepared for anything. If using a
tail buoy this allows swimmers to drag a
float when swimming, allowing others to
see you and if in distress the swimmer can
use it to stay afloat until rescued.
Front crawl is probably the most popular
stroke when open swimming because it’s
the most energy-efficient. If you’re not
concerned with speed, then you should do
whichever stroke you’re most comfortable
with. Avoid backstroke, because it will be
hard to navigate. Also, floating on your
back is often a signal of distress in open
water swimming.
If you work on a high stroke rate and
breath bilaterally it will help you tackle
changing conditions and enable you to
stay on course – a necessity in conditions
that are often low in visibility and high in
distractions (other swimmers, paddle
boarders, boats, fighting ducks and algae
tickling your feet).
Swimming as straight as you can is very
important. In a pool you have black lines
on the bottom to follow. In open water you
are required to find a fixed object on the
bank - sighting is very important and
should be practised frequently in order to
swim in the direction you wish. If
swimming in an open water venue you will
normally have buoys to sight off. Different
conditions will test you to sight either like
a crocodile staying low or in difficult
conditions rising to see above the waves.
Please contact me should you require any
more information or advice.
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Bulletproof
Coffee

Your Cerebral
Kick Start!

LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT THE SUBJECT OF NOOTROPICS… A FOREIGN WORD
TO MOST OF US, LITERALLY 'MIND FUNCTION' OR ‘PSYCHE DIRECTION'

S

imply put, a nootropic is any substance
or supplement that enhances cognitive
function or how well you can think. Let’s
face it, we all know how it feels to fall out of
bed, foggy headed and lacking motivation
for the day. Even if you have a great routine
and have good energy levels, nootropics are
a way of hacking your body and mind when
you need it, giving you better health and
better functioning.

at high altitude. Coffee boosts your mental
clarity and your energy levels and has one
of the highest ORAC counts in all foods
(ORAC is the measure of levels
of antioxidants).
Other examples of more well-known
nootropics are Creatine, used in the fitness
industry, Rhodiola, and Ginseng which are
herbs used in a variety of applications to
boost energy.

Nootropics work by
Bulletproof coffee was created
Caffeine has a bad
giving your mind and
reputation but is in fact by Dave Asprey of The
body the exact fuel
Diet. He includes
needed in the moment.
excellent for boosting Bulletproof
coffee for the caffeine of course
Whether you have a
mental clarity
but also organic butter and MCT
work meeting to attend,
oil. In many parts of the world
need a sharp mind for
like
Ethiopia
and the Himalayas, butter has
an essay that has to be handed in, or you
been used in coffee for centuries. Butter is a
want to feel clearer and think with more
superfood. It contains many kinds of
clarity, nootropics can help in all
saturated fats that are excellent for your
these scenarios.
health and has a balance of omega 3 and
So, let’s take morning energy levels and
omega 6 (you need a balance of these for
mental clarity - both tend to be at their
optimal health), plus Vitamin A, essential
worst together and at their best together. A
for good vision. We have been told for years
commonly used nootropic is caffeine.
that fat is bad for you and will make you
Always choose organic, high-quality coffee,
gain weight but this is misinformation
and make sure that your decaffeinated
peddled by the sugar and processed food
coffee is decaffeinated by the Swiss water
industry who substitute fat with sugar to
method and not the commonly used
maintain the flavour. Butter is a great food
solvents method (it says on the packet/tin).
for weight loss and for great health. Not all
Caffeine has a bad reputation but is in fact
fats are equal; the fats in margarine and
excellent for boosting mental clarity if it’s
vegetable oil are very bad for your health.
high quality. Coffee is also very high in
More information about the benefits of
antioxidants. Low quality coffee is bad for
butter can be found at the Weston A. Price
your health and should be avoided. Coffee
foundation (WAPF).
is one of the food choices where buying
MCT oil is made from coconut oil. It's a
organic is a worthy investment in your
particular kind of fat called a triglyceride
health and well-being - always choose
Arabica, and if you can find it, beans grown
that is readily absorbed by the body and

health

By Amanda

King

Amanda lives near
Ruffec and is in the final
year of an Advanced
Diploma in
Naturopathic Nutrition
with the College of
Naturopathic Medicine
in London. She holds a
BSc in Human Biology
and Counselling
/Psychology. Amanda is
passionate about living
in harmony with nature
and innate wellness.

amandakingnutrition@gmail.com
www.amandakingnutrition.com
boosts mental energy really quickly. If you
aren’t used to this kind of fat then go easy
and use a smaller dose, building it up
slowly. It can cause stomach upsets in
people who aren’t used to the rapidity of
absorption. MCT oil can aid weight loss due
to how quickly the liver is able to process it.
It increases energy and mental clarity
which is the reason we add it to
Bulletproof coffee. It also can aid digestion
and lower ‘bad’ LDL (low density
lipoprotein) cholesterol.
Bulletproof coffee tastes great, it’s filling
and gets you quickly ready for the day,
physically and mentally. It comes with
numerous health benefits and it’s so easy to
build into a healthy morning routine. It’s
great for people who work out regularly too
as regular consumption of MCT oil
decreases lactic acid build up in muscles
during exercise, leading to better
endurance and recovery.
Ingredients:
1 cup high quality organic coffee grounds
1 tbsp to 2 tbsp MCT oil
1-2 tbsp organic (ideally raw/cru) butter
Equipment:
Coffee filter or cafetière
Blender or Nutribullet
Instructions:
Add 1 cup of coffee with your chosen
amount of MCT oil and butter into your
blender. Blend for 20-30 seconds until it
looks creamy. Pour and drink! You will be
surprised at how delicious it is. If you want
to add a tsp of honey then you get an
almost latte tasting coffee. Delicious!
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Chez Martin
16150 Pressignac
For an appt please contact:
05.45.71.56.02
06.50.23.61.37
annette.vanes@orange.fr
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MICHAEL WILLIAM PARK

Ian Scott - Coiffeur anglais

Hair designer with many years’ experience, including the Vidal Sassoon team.
My salon is based in the heart of Le Dorat in the Limousin.

19 Place Charles de Gaulle. 87210 Le Dorat
Swedish
Massage
Sports
Massage

T. 06 47 43 01 66

Reflexology
Myofascial
Release

EFT
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Mobile Service from 87440

well-beingtherapies
emmajhodgson@hotmail.co.uk
0656 872967 (Fr mob) 07870 667159 (UK mob)

Fontfaix le Haut
16260 Cellefrouin
05 45 84 91 79 / 06 47 24 34 61
www.underthelimetree.com
email: nikki@underthelimetree.com

Spa days / Spa Nights: hut tub, massage +
lunch / supper + b&b. Gift vouchers available.
Specialist in Hot Stones Massage, Indian Head,
Reiki, Facelift Rejuvenation, Shiatsu

Veggie/Vegan lunches & dinners ‘pop-up’
Cooking classes with Nikki
Digital Photography & Knife-making
workshops with Sean

Couples Counselling • Mental Wellbeing • Addiction
Initial
consultation
FREE
Face-to-Face or
86150 Queaux

www.rootscounselling.fr
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May in the
Garden

By Ronnie Ogier

Ronnie is a
passionate
gardener and now
loves sharing her
years of experience
of success and
failures in her own
garden and sharing
it with you. Also a
keen runner, having
been bitten by the
‘Couch to 5K’ bug!

MAY IS ONE OF MY FAVOURITE MONTHS OF THE YEAR, IT STARTS TO
FULFIL SOME OF THE PROMISES MADE EARLIER! THIS IS THE TIME TO PUT
THE PLANS YOU MAY HAVE MADE LAST YEAR, OR EVEN JUST LAST
NIGHT, INTO ACTION

N

ow is the time to start planting
are so vibrant, and they add a real touch of
summer plants, late perennials and
‘pzazz’ to my summer garden. I regularly
even in some areas bedding plants. I have
start off the tubers I’ve lifted the previous
previously warned of the Saintes de Glace
autumn in the greenhouse and barn in
- the final times when frost is possible or
February, but now I can plant them out
even probable. These occur between 11th
when the danger of frost has passed. Tubs
and 13th May and tradition rules that you
with summer bedding can also be safely
should not put tender plants
put into your garden,
in open ground until after
introducing a whole
The Saintes de Glace is a ‘rule’ new palette of
these dates. But I am
which covers the whole of colour. But gardens
beginning to think that
climate change may be
France, a very big country never sit still and
having an impact on this
wait, and now is a
advice, so perhaps we
good time to start
should be cautious and listen to the méteo
sowing spring bedding for next year. Many
for advice on the weather in our own area.
common choices -including wallflowers,
The Saintes de Glace is a ‘rule’ which
pansies, and Bellis perennis - are biennials
covers the whole of France, a very big
and need to be sown between now and
country, and it does seem possible, even
July in order to flower next spring. Winter
likely, that there will be a vast difference
bedding plants can also be sown from now
between Var on the Mediterranean and
until July.
Puy-de-Dôme in the Massif Central. Even
May is the time for tidying up and looking
closer to home I suspect that Charente
carefully at the plants returning from
Maritime has very different weather and
previous summers. Many perennials
frost dates to La Creuse. So be guided by
spread over time, lose some of their
your own experience in previous years and
brightness, and generally look a bit
by weather forecasts for your area.
unkempt, so take a look at them carefully
I have come to love dahlias and cannas
and divide them. Lift clumps of
since we moved to France - their colours
herbaceous perennials, put in two forks

back-to-back and pull apart to separate
the parts you want to remove. Put the
newer fresher parts from the edges back
into the garden and find a ‘new home’ for
the pieces you no longer want. Hostas in
particular will benefit from this treatment
perhaps every three or four years.
Primulas also respond well to this
treatment after they finish flowering, and
the newer plants can be put into a nursery
bed to replant in the autumn. Spreading
and trailing plants such as the annual
Lobularia (sweet alyssum), and perennials
like Alyssum and Aubrieta, can become
tatty and patchy. Trimming these back
after flowering encourages new growth
and a second flush of flowers. It is also
worth dividing large clumps of
overcrowded daffodils after they
have flowered.
We all want a beautiful garden, and in the
current financial climate we’d like one that
won't cost the earth. Maybe you’ve never
tried propagation from cuttings or
layering - why not give it a go, it’s very
satisfying! I find it quite exciting, and this
is the right time of year to try it. Your
spare plants can be swapped with friends
and neighbours. Softwood cuttings can be
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●
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Fully insured and registered
Free quotes and advice
From pruning to dismantles
Overgrown hedges

Call Darren Shepherd

www.viennetreeservices.com
05 49 87 29 16 / 06 73 21 00 27

~ Hedgecutting and paddock mowing
~ Flail mowing for rough/long grass areas
~ All excavations and groundworks undertaken
~ Woodchipper and operator for hire
~ All fencing carried out
~ Patio's, driveways and excavations

Garden Waste

VAN

��Barns Cleared

Unoccupied holiday homes checked
in the North Charente, Vienne and Deux-Sevres

For enquiries or rates please contact us on:

0772 388 460 or 0963 681 249
Siret registered
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• Garden
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• Swimming Pool
• 5-Bar Field/Entrance
32 years’ experience • Garden
• Driveway
Free estimates
Neil: 05 55 00 08 90 / Mob: 06 11 71 66 87
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In ground pools
Competitive prices from €8,500ttc
(kit only) and €14,400ttc installed
(6x3m). Friendly, professional
service. All work guaranteed
Terracing & landscaping service

For further details visit

www.poolsbyjonathan.com

06 22 36 10 56
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taken from tender perennials such as
Pelargonium and they will still provide
new plants for display later this summer,
and from deciduous shrubs including
Forsythia, Fuchsia, Hydrangea
macrophylla and Spiraea. This is not
difficult to do:
1. Take a cutting from the parent plant
just below a leaf joint.
2. Remove most of the leaves and reduce
the top ones by half.
3. Dip the cutting into rooting hormone.
4. Insert several cuttings round the edge
of a pot filled with compost.
5. Stand in water to ensure the compost
is moist.
6. Cover the pot with a plastic bag,
making sure it isn’t touching
the cuttings.
7. Label the pot - you won’t remember
which plant it is!
8. Place somewhere warm but out of
direct sunlight.
9. Keep moist but not wet and when roots
start to appear at the bottom of the pot,
put each new plant into its own pot.
You have a new plant!
Delphiniums that are showing new shoots
from the crown can be propagated from
basal stem cuttings by cutting the new
stem from the parent stem and putting in
a pot filled with compost.
Layering is another good way to propagate
climbers and lax-stemmed shrubs. Choose
a healthy-looking stem which will reach to
the soil below the plant from new growth
in the current year. Make a partial cut

across the stem of your cutting, bend the
stem into a pot below the plant, and
anchor it into the pot with an opened-up
paperclip. Layers should root by next
spring, especially if attention is given to
watering during dry spells. This is a useful
way to propagate Clematis and Lonicera.

however you see fit - taking them away to
some distant patch is one option, but I
have been told they all carry a “homing
instinct” so that might not be successful.
Another approach is to try and dissuade
them from coming into your garden. For
this I would recommend a garlic wash
watered onto your plants fortnightly If you have grown plants from seeds,
apparently slugs and snails, like some
harden them
humans, don’t like the
before planting
smell/taste of garlic.
I
would
recommend
a
garlic
out by leaving
wash watered onto your plants But also feed your
them outside for
plants, as healthy
gradually
fortnightly - apparently slugs plants will withstand
increasing periods
and snails, like some humans, attacks better than
of time. Start with
‘hungry’ plants. Once
don’t like the smell/taste
only the warmest
again, our
part of the day and
environment can help
build up to overnight exposure. Doing this
us out with nettle or comfrey ‘soup’
for 10-14 days before planting them
providing a very good natural fertiliser for
outdoors permanently (whenever the risk
our gardens. If you would like to find out
of frost has passed), will reduce any check
more about using natural support for our
to their growth while establishing in their
gardens, I wrote about this in etcetera
final position. Thin out direct sowings of
April 2021 so if you’d like the ‘recipe’ go
hardy annuals and vegetables such as
online to the etcetera website and look at
radishes, lettuce, and spring onions. This
the back issues.
is best done in two or three stages at
fortnightly intervals. Final spacing should
be between 10-20cm, using the upper
We will be opening our garden for
limit for tall or spreading plants, and the
Open Gardens/Jardins Ouverts
lower limit for smaller plants. Prick out
indoor sowings when they are large
on Saturday 18th June 2022, it
enough to handle without damage.
would be lovely to share our
Now putting to one side all this positive
‘new life’ in our gardens, do keep an eye
out for pests and diseases. Slugs and snails
will be in their element now and unless
you’re happy for plants to be decimated,
ACT NOW! Regular removal of said
creatures is one sure way of doing this by
picking them off and disposing of them

garden with you and meet some
of you in person! Additionally you
would be helping charities which
support children and young
people with life impairing
conditions, in France.

The Homecheckers
For your unoccupied home solutions,
whether you're away for a few days, weeks,
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Astrantia

Summer
Pruning

By
Caroline
Wright

Caroline has been
a lecturer in
horticulture for 20
years and now runs
a nursery and
'garden craft'
courses in the
Haute-Vienne at
Le jardin creatif
Lejardincreatif.net

I OFTEN GET QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW TO CARE FOR CERTAIN PLANTS AND MANY
OF THESE QUERIES CONCERN PRUNING, HOW TO DO IT CORRECTLY AND AT WHAT
TIME OF THE YEAR

I

n previous articles, I have described
winter pruning of trees and shrubs,
climbers and fruits, methods that should
be carried out during the dormant season,
but there are many plants that benefit
from some pruning or cutting back during
the growing season to prolong and
enhance flowering.
First of all, we will look at herbaceous
perennials. Many varieties can look a little
tired and scruffy after they have flowered,
but with a bit of timely care, they will
rejuvenate and often develop more flower

buds and will flower up to three times over
the long growing season here.
Early flowering herbaceous perennials in
particular will respond well to
deadheading or cutting back of the entire
plant. Plants like the hardy Geraniums,
Astrantia, Persicaria, Centauria,
Teucrium, Pulmonaria, and Linaria can be
cut all the way back to just above the
crown/just above ground level, they will
respond by completely regrowing and
producing a new flush of flowers. This
does require some energy and a good
supply of water so it is a good idea to feed

and or mulch them with some well-rotted
organic matter after cutting them back to
give the resources for the extra growth. We
mulch our herbaceous borders regularly
with grass clippings over the summer
period to help to keep the soil cool and
moist and to help add nitrogen to the soil
and suppress weed growth.
Other perennials benefit from simply
deadheading – removal of the faded flower
spikes – rather than a complete cut back,
one example of this is Kniphofia. We have
found that if you cut back the long flower
stalks immediately after flowering the
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Teucrium 'Purple Tails'

Kniphofia

Rudbeckia 'Goldsturm'

Salvia Royal Bumble
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plant will produce a second, and often third flush of flowers in
one season.
Certain species that flower over a very long period, but maybe
with their best display in spring and early summer can be
encouraged to keep flowering throughout almost the entire
growing season. Salvia, Agastache and Penstemon are good
examples of this. They have a main flush of flowering from midlate spring into the summer but then if they are allowed to go to
seed the flowering does continue but more sporadically. I always
cut back my Salvia and Penstemon to about a third of the way
down the stems, removing the faded flowers, cutting back to a
node with healthy buds. It is generally around mid-June to early
July when I do this and within 3 to 4 weeks they are producing
more flower buds which continue often right through to
December. I tend to leave them over winter so that the centre of
the plant is protected by the outer growth and then give them a
good hard cut back in late winter or early spring to about
halfway to encourage lots of vigorous shoots and a good shape
for the coming season.
May is also a good time to do ‘The Chelsea Chop’ so called
because it is generally a good time to do this around Chelsea
week. This technique is carried out on the later flowering
herbaceous perennials which produce sprays of flowers on tall

May is also a good time to do ‘The Chelsea
Chop’ so called because it is generally a good
time to do this around Chelsea week
stems in the late summer and autumn. They can often get a bit
straggly and top-heavy and can also be flattened by summer
storms. Cutting the stems half way back in mid-late May will
promote lateral growth from below. This branching of the stems
will keep the plants stockier, they may come into flower a little
later but because you have created more branching there will be
more of a mass of flowers, as the flowers are produced on the
tips of each stem. Plants that respond well to this method
include the Asters and Chrysanthemums (discussed in my April
article) and a few other late flowering perennials such as Phlox,
Lysimachia, Sedum and Helenium.

Persicaria

Agastache

There are some early flowering deciduous shrubs that can also
be pruned during the growing season, these are generally shrubs
that flower early (before mid-June) that flower on second year
old wood and older. They benefit from the removal of about one
quarter of the oldest stems cutting them right down low on the
framework. This is best done immediately after flowering has
finished, selecting the oldest branches to remove and with the
aim to open out the middle of the shrub, allow air and light into
the centre and to promote young, healthy new growth that will
flower the following year with a vigorous display. Carrying this
out most years will keep the shrub in good shape and with plenty
of young healthy growth that will give the best flower display.
(note that this technique is not suitable for evergreen shrubs).
The one thing you should never do is to give your shrubs an allover haircut, this practice may look neat just after you have done
it, but it simply gives the plant an unnatural domed shape,
removes the youngest, healthiest growth and promotes a
congested plant that will be more likely to be diseased, goes into
decline and flower poorly. (Unless they are part of a formal
hedge of course).

We are always happy to answer questions from
customers on Saturdays at the Nursery. We are open
from 10-4 every Saturday until the end of the growing
season (late October). I am also happy to take
suggestions for topics for these articles so please let me
know if there is something you would like more detailed
information on. You can email us at
lejardincreatif87@gmail.com
Our plant list and schedule of courses are available to
browse on the website: www.lejardincreatif.net
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latest news

WATER RESTRICTIONS FOR SOME AREAS

GIVING BLOOD IN FRANCE
As many of you already know, if
you spent more than one year
(in total) in the UK between the
1st of January 1980 and the 31st
of December 1996, you can’t be
a blood donor in France. The law
was set and put in place in the
year 2000, following the UK’s
outbreak of mad cow disease
(also known as CreutzfeldtJakob Disease and BSE (bovine
spongiform encephalopathy)). If

this law disqualifies you can, for
example, make a donation for
non-therapeutic
use
(for
teaching and medical research).
Find out more at your local
donation site or by calling 0800
109 900. Alternatively, speak to
your local mairie who can assist
you. You can also become a
volunteer (bénévole) at a donor
association (une association
de donneurs).

Following a dry winter and start to the year, there are water
restrictions already in place in some areas of France. Communes who
are affected so far are in the Vienne, Charente, Charente-Maritime,
Drôme, Alpes-Maritimes, Bouches-du-Rhône and Vaucluse, Maineet-Loire, which are under ‘alerte’ level restrictions. Residents there
are told to reduce the amount of water they use for activities such
as watering their gardens and washing their cars. The amount of
water used for agricultural use is also cut by up to 50%. Parts of
Vienne, Charente-Maritime, Charente and Ain have been placed
under an reinforced alert (
), meaning that they will
be subject to tighter restrictions. To check your local area for water
restrictions visit the Propluvia website. Here is the link to the map
showing you the areas affected: www.propluvia.developpementdurable.gouv.fr/propluviapublic/voir-carte

Free Home Testing Kits Erratum (issue April 2022)
If you live in France and are aged between 50 and 74
years you can order a free at-home test for colorectal
cancer. You simply order the test online and it will be
sent to your home for free, every 2 years. The cancer
causes more than 17,000 deaths each year in France,
mainly in those aged over 50. Between the years of
2019-2020 it is reported that less than a third of the
eligible population took the tests, despite the cancer
having a 90% rate of survival if caught in the early
stages. (If caught at a later stage, the treatment is
more difficult and the survival rate is lower.) The
national programme is available to all men and
women aged 50-74, who do not have symptoms and
who have no previous history of colon or rectal
illnesses. You will receive a letter from l’Assurance
Maladie inviting you to order a free test online, and
have it sent to your home. You can order your kit
here: www.monkit.depistage-colorectal.fr, making
sure you have your numéro d’invitation from the
invitation letter.
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It has been brought to our attention by a reader that information
printed in last month’s issue (April 2022) is incorrect. The
article in question was printed on page 22, under the title of
‘French Income Tax’. The paragraph starting with ‘When’. The
section stated “So, if you have officially moved to France before
July last year (2021), then you fill in your first French tax form
in April-May 2022 on which you declare your revenue of 2021.
If you moved to France after July, then you were not a French
resident in 2021 (in France less than 6 month) and therefore,
you will have to fill in your first French tax form in April-May
2023 for your revenue of 2022. for your 2022 revenue.” The
information published has been confirmed by a local tax office,
however it has been highlighted to us that this is not the official
French law, so while it is true that some local tax offices apply
their own volition, this could cause problems later on, which
could lead to fines. The 183 day rule means you file wherever
you spent the majority of the calendar year between multiple
countries. If this is your first year here in France as a tax
resident, please seek professional advice from an expert or visit
your local tax office for clarification.
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Survival
Pranks
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LAST MONTH WE LOOKED AT THE (FAIRLY) INNOCENT AMUSEMENTS
THAT HUMANS CAN INDULGE IN AT THE EXPENSE OF THEIR FELLOWS, BUT
ARE THERE ANY EXAMPLES OF PRANK-PLAYING IN THE ANIMAL KINGDOM?

T

his is a very difficult subject to deal
with. For a start, to suggest that
animals play pranks implies that they have
a sense of humour, and there are still
many zoologists who reject any suggestion
of human-like emotions in animals as
“anthropomorphism” and one of the
deadliest of sins.
Unquestionably there are plenty of
examples in Nature of animals fooling
each other, but these are almost all
strategies to avoid being noticed or to gain
a meal. Most forms of camouflage are
attempts to fool or mislead a predator or a
prey item. However, there is in no sense a

humorous element in this – it is life, grim
and earnest. Eat or be eaten.

active displayer. The male bears upon his
nether end a tail of astounding design.
Two long, striped feathers curve away like
Lyre, liar!
the frame of a musical lyre, and in
It is unfair to include
between them lies a fan
Some creatures take
mating rituals in this
of fine, long feathers. The
category, as this is a vital
their strategy to the
male perches himself on
means of continuing the
a cleared patch of forest
limit beyond
species, and it could be
floor and begins
said that all is fair in love
displaying these splendid
and war. However, some creatures take
tail-feathers, dancing and calling
their strategy to the limit beyond which it
seductively. A female, who is small,
almost seems like a low prank.
undecorated and drably coloured, draws
near, but she is very difficult to lure into
The Superb Lyrebird (Menura
novaehollandiae) of Australia is a very
any final decision.
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Wild Arum fruit ripening from green
through yellow to red. Caution - toxic!

Caterpillar of Large Elephant Hawk Moth
Deilephila elpenor in normal mode
European Swallowtail Papillio machaon showing the antennae-mimicing tails and the two eye-patches
American King Snake Micrurus fulvius. Non-venomous (Red on black, poison lack.)

The same caterpillar in threat mode,
head withdrawn, eyespots distended

The Mountain Coral Snake Lampropeltis zonata.
Very venomous (Red on yellow, can kill a fellow.)

The non-poisonous Viceroy butterfly Basilarchia archippus, which
mimics the poisonous Monarch

The Giant Emperor Moth Saturnia pyri (French: Grand Paon de Nuit),
which can be found here in our part of France, has enough eye-spots to deter
most predators.
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The poisonous Monarch
or Milkweed butterfly
Danaus plexippus

nature
Now the Lyrebird has another talent; he is
a very good mimic, and can repeat the
songs and calls of a whole range of local
birds. After all, he is fairly closely related
to the Myna birds, and we all know what
excellent mimics they are.
The male Lyrebird has cleared an area of
the forest floor so that he can display
himself unimpeded, and also to show how
safe everything is. He dances feverishly,
with his rear towards the female and his
silken feathers fluttering suggestively.
Everything he is doing is telling the female
there is no danger around, or why would
he risk making an exhibition of himself?
When he judges that the psychological
moment has come, he produces his star
bird impression. He imitates a flock of
small birds all twittering the alarm call
that indicates they are actively mobbing a
nearby predator!

nature
If you are a big butterfly or moth, this isn’t
a problem. You are bilaterally
symmetrical, so you can develop a pattern
that looks like two huge eyes on your
wings. Even better if, under normal
circumstances at rest, they are hidden.
When something happens to frighten you,
you just reposition your wings and
suddenly you are displaying a pair of huge
eyes! Even a moderately large attacker is
going to be startled, and that will give you
a chance to escape. You would be amazed
how many butterflies and moths use this
system. It evidently works.
Are you coming or going?

A variant of this system is to make yourself
into a confusing shape. A predator needs
to know in which direction its prey will try
to escape, therefore it needs to be able to
tell the front of the prey from the back.
Moreover, the head is the best place to
attack your prey to disable it. Therefore
This has an immediate effect on the poor
some insects have managed to make it
female. It is a complete confidence-trick
seem that their back is their front. Our
by the male; there is no danger nearby at
familiar Swallowtail butterfly is a classic
all. But programmed by
example of this – to
instinct to respond to
such an extent that it
such a warning, she
When
he
judges
that
the
can even fool
immediately freezes.
a human!
psychological moment has
The forest is no longer
come, he produces his star
safe, she thinks.
The Swallowtail’s
Without delay the male
bird impression
hind-wings, as the
drops onto her back
name suggests, are
then envelops her in his
drawn out into a
filmy tail-feathers, which further
narrow tail on each side. In addition, there
disorients her. Thus he achieves his desire.
is a red dot lined with blue at the base of
Then he flies off. He’ll never see her again,
each “tail”. When the butterfly is openand he’s leaving her to do all the hard
winged, this gives the impression of a
work of raising the family. He is wellsecond head, with eyes and antennae, at
named the Lyrebird!
the rear end of the butterfly. I have
sometimes been asked to identify “That
Still, this is a life-strategy, and while very,
big butterfly that flies backwards.”
very sneaky cannot really be classed as a
Inspection of aged specimens of the
prank. Nor, truly, can anything which is
butterfly confirm the effectiveness of the
calculated to preserve or prolong the life of
disguise; often the wing-tails and eyea defenceless prey-animal.
spots show evidence of attack by birds,
The eyes have it
while the true head is unscathed. This
technique is used by a number of butterfly
Some very vulnerable insects, while
species; the Blues and the Hairstreaks
relying on camouflage to protect them,
have an eye-spot on the underside of the
also have a second trick up their sleeve.
hind wing, and the Hairstreaks even have
One thing any predator fears is to be
a light stripe across the hind wing
confronted by a larger predator. How do
underside to mimic antennae.
you recognise a predator? It has a pair of
large, forward-facing eyes. These it needs
Even some caterpillars have adopted the
to enable it to see in three dimensions and
eye-trick. The larvae of the Elephant Hawk
judge distance. You will know this,
Moths are an odd shape. They are big
because you are designed as a predator.
caterpillars, but the heads and first few
Cover one eye and try to pick up a small
segments are relatively small. The body
object in front of you. It is easy to
suddenly swells from about the 5th
misjudge the distance – and even the
segment, and bears a couple of eye-spots.
direction – when you lose your depth
When disturbed, instead of trying to hide,
perception. A prey animal usually has its
the caterpillar rears up, inflates its body
eyes on either side of its head. Very little
still further, distending the eyespots until
depth perception, but what they need is a
they look huge, and in fact it resembles to
maximum all-round view. If you spot a
a quite uncanny degree the business end of
predator, you run; it doesn’t matter how
a snake. Very disconcerting for
far away it is!
an attacker!
What a prey animal needs, then, is a set of
Am I toxic or not?
predator-eyes of its own that it can
As we all know, many butterflies are
produce suddenly to frighten the predator
rendered bitter-tasting or even poisonous
that is coming for it. And they need to be
as a result of the food-plant the caterpillar
big. Big predators have big eyes!

ate. They tend to advertise this fact with
startling colouration, and predators learn
the hard way to avoid such insects.
However, some quite tasty butterflies have
found that, by mimicking the colouration
of an unpalatable species, they can confuse
their predators into giving them the
benefit of the doubt.
The Monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus)
is usually (but not always) poisonous,
depending on whether its caterpillar fed
up on the Milkweed plant or on a less
poisonous one. However, all Monarchs
tend to be treated with respect by
predators. So too is the palatable Viceroy
butterfly (Basilarchia archippus), which
mimics the Monarch in colour and pattern
quite closely.
It is not only insects that do this. The Coral
Snake (venomous) and the King Snake
(harmless) are quite similarly patterned in
bands of red, yellow and black. It pays to
know which is which, especially if you are
a cowboy! Fortunately for us, they are
North American snakes.
This is known as Batesian mimicry, and if
you would like more examples, that is the
subject to research.
Sometimes, different poisonous species,
unrelated to each other, may develop the
same, or similar, patterning to indicate
that they are all poisonous. This is
Mullerian mimicry. There are several
other mimicry systems, all very
interesting, and many designed to
give misleading information for the
mimic’s benefit.
All in all, a prank is something you do to
amuse yourself at someone else’s expense,
in the hope that it causes nothing more
than mild embarrassment. You need
leisure and a sense both of safety and of
the ridiculous to achieve your aim.
Out in the natural world, life is grim and
earnest. There is little safety, no leisure,
and you rarely see a wild creature laugh!
Pranks are for people; for animals it’s life
or death.

The Owl Butterfly Caligo eurilochus, of
Central America and the Amazon Basin,
displays on its hind underwings a frightening
image of the eyes of a huge owl.
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angling

Vide Etang
ONE OF THE CHALLENGES FACING ANGLERS FISHING
RIVERS AND LAKES IS TRYING TO WORK OUT DEPTHS
AND FEATURES
By Clive Kenyon

W

removed only 10 kilos were attributed to
here do you cast in a large lake?
tinca tinca. What I also found amazing is
Often when setting out to fish a lake
that the 16 hectare étang carp amounted to
I will try and envisage the lake bottom
almost three and a half tonnes of the four
based on the lay of the surrounding land
tonne total with only zander and black
in order to try and locate where the fish
bass reaching treble figures. No wonder
should be. It was only when we came to
my tench fishing trips resulted in my
live in France I realised just how devoid of
catching so
features the bottom of our
lakes are. The French
It was discovered that up to many carp.
custom of regularly draining
70% of the food consumed by Following the works
even the largest lakes for
fish was in the form of pellets at Sérail the
maintenance lays bare the
authorities intend to
introduced by anglers
topography of the bed of the
re-stock with an
lake and they can be quite
extra 50 kilos of
disappointing. Many of the lakes are also a
zander and give them 600 kilos of roach to
lot shallower than I had imagined. It
munch on. There has also been some
makes locating fish a real challenge if
aquatic landscaping in the creation of
there are no weather conditions to
structures composed of sunken tree roots
concentrate the area that fish are feeding.
to provide an Everglades-like habitat for
the predators. Frustrated fly anglers might
It is not just the lake bed that is revealed
want to consider fishing poppers and frog
when these lakes are drained. As the water
type floating lures around these miniature
level drops the resident fish are netted and
Mangroves in the absence of trout fishing
sent away to a crèche for a short holiday
reservoirs. Last season I watched two
while the work is completed. As such,
locals in float tubes fishing such lures
every time a lake is drained there is an
using spinning tackle to take bass from the
accurate stock check of its inhabitants.
margin weed beds. They had some
Where the work involves a public lake the
exciting sport.
results of the netting program are made
public via the departmental fisheries
website and recently also by newsletters
circulated by email to carte de pêche
holders. I received such an email in early
March and now I know why I was so
unsuccessful in my tench fishing exploits
at the Étang du Sérail near Abzac despite
all information suggesting that tench were
present. Of the four tonnes of fish
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The regular pêcheurs of a smaller lake at
Montrollet might not have been surprised
to learn that almost 50% of the weight of
fish removed consisted of invasive species.
These are probably the poisson-chat and
signal crayfish. In the same lake tench
accounted for just 1 kilo of the 906 kilos of
fish. The management of stocks at
Montrollet involves removing two-thirds

of the perch and all the pike in order to
allow black bass and zander to thrive.
Other items of news transmitted by the
Charente Department Fisheries is that on
certain waters the opening of the zander
season has been brought forward from the
last Saturday in April to almost coincide
with the opening of the trout season in
March. They have also closed off several
shallow areas of the Haute-Charente Lacs
to form Réserves de pêche. It pays to
check the departmental Guide de Pêche
periodically to avoid any
misunderstandings.
Hooked on Pellets
I was reading some scientific study on the
habits of river fish that concluded that in
some areas that had been sampled it was
discovered that up to 70% of the food
consumed by fish was in the form of
pellets introduced by anglers. That caused
me to look further at other studies and it
seems that wherever pellets are
introduced into the aquatic environment,
either by anglers or fish farmers, virtually
all cyprinid species end up literally hooked
on pellets. Even daphnia were found to
contain pellet matter when they were
found near to a fish farm. Delving deeper
into this subject it seems that where
pellets are not readily found by the larger
species of cyprinids such as carp and
barbel they were found to predate on
signal crayfish and small fish. Where
neither pellets and crayfish were available
the diet of these species was more aquatic

animal
insects along with small fish. One study in
a Spanish lake discovered that over 75%
of the carp’s diet was crayfish.
Pellets and signal crayfish arrived on the
angling scene around the same time and
that period coincided with many long
standing records being broken by some
considerable margin. The thing to take
from this I would suggest is that on
waters with a low angling density the
larger specimens of cyprinids may well be
habitual crayfish eaters. Crayfish cannot
be used as a bait in French lakes and
rivers, but we can find substitutes in
prawns, small crabs and even whelks.
Last season I had some success stalking
margin feeding carp in the River Vienne
using whelks and garden snails. Much of

Kayaks designed specifically for
fishing are gaining in popularity
as are float tubes
the middle part of the Vienne has a
marginal weed growth and if you sit and
watch carefully you can see it moving as
large carp push through searching out
morsels of food. A free lined whelk or
snail is a perfect bait.
If You Want To Get Ahead
Get Afloat
Fishing from a boat, especially for
predators, is very popular in France. One
of the reasons for this is the very relaxed
rules. Unlike the UK where even a canoe
has to be licensed and subject to an
annual licence fee, the small boats here
are duty free. As long as you stay within
the 5hp engine limit you do not need a
licence, do not need to do a skipper’s
course or even need specific permission to
launch a small boat on the rivers. Many
public lakes also allow navigation
including Jousseau, Étang du Sérail, Lac
du Mas Chaban and Lavaud and also the
massive Lac de Vassivière. The
departmental Guide de Pêche contains
details of where you can launch the craft
and what areas you can use it to fish.

Chateau des Chiens
79190
Limalonges

Fully equipped, heated salon
providing a safe, comfortable
environment for your dog

Petite Paws Cattery

All dog types, sizes & temperaments
catered for by a fully insured,
experienced groomer

Private pens, each with inside and outside space.
Peaceful garden setting. Open 7 days a week. Viewings
welcome by appointment. Recommendations
available. Situated in Montemboeuf (16)

Contact Chris T. 06 74 80 47 25
Email: chateaudeschiens@yahoo.com
siret 83786431300015

Alison Sacco

Tel: 07 52 94 37 48
Certificates in cat care

LIME TREE

KENNELS
15 mins La Rochefoucauld
20 mins Rochechouart

● Purpose-built kennels
New email
● Large secure paddock
address
● Large family kennels available
Anita Frayling. Le Baillat, 16220 Rouzede
Tel: 05 45 66 14 62
Email: anita.limetreekennels@gmail.com

Siret: 822 175 527 0016

E: alison@petitepaws.fr
www.petitepaws.fr
Siret: 87789319800011

Rochechouart
30 mins
from
Limoges
airport

Run by
Barbara,
who loves
cats

Individual/family units with outside areas
Certificate in cat care awarded, Veterinary approved
Inspection welcome (by apt) English & French spoken

Tel: 06 30 02 35 73 / 05 55 03 76 87
Email: bdowning77@wanadoo.fr

www.rochechouartcattery.com

On rivers there are launching areas in a
lot of places and unless there are signs to
the contrary you can use the slipway to
launch and then park your car and trailer
nearby. Buying a boat isn’t cheap when
you add in all the necessities; trailer,
motor, battery if appropriate, anchor, life
jackets, etc. It does however open up a
wealth of possibilities that land lubbers
can only dream of.
There are less expensive means of fishing
open water. Kayaks designed specifically
for fishing are gaining in popularity as are
float tubes. There is now a specific part of
Lac du Mas Chaban where float tube
users can get away from the overgrown
banks and fish the margins from their
small inflatable crafts. For predator
anglers especially a boat is a very useful
tool to have.
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farm life

May
On the Smallholding
SUMMER WILL HOPEFULLY BRING NUTRITIOUS VEGETATION TO FEED
OUR ANIMALS AND THEIR YOUNG. IT WILL ALSO FAVOUR ALL KINDS
OF PARASITES, WHICH ARE A GREAT RISK TO THEIR HEALTH

I

a clean pasture, preferably not used
nternal parasites are the most
since last spring. Sheep build a
common serious threat. Sheep and
resistance as they mature, but goats do
goats pick up the larvae of
not. This is because sheep have evolved
gastrointestinal roundworms (vers (m),
to close-crop grass, where larvae reside,
strongles (m)) when grazing plants close
while goats naturally focus on higher
to the ground. Worms reproduce in the
foliage (trees, bushes, brambles), and so
animal’s gut, then distribute their eggs
avoid larvae, which do not climb more
through dung. Larvae hatch in damp
than about six centimetres. Goats kept
weather and are ingested during grazing.
on grass adapt their habits to graze
In this way, animals can continue to
lower than they would in the wild.
reinfect themselves very rapidly. A long
Consequently, mature goats also tend to
dry or frozen spell can kill off larvae, but
suffer from worm burdens, and have
these are unlikely to be long enough in
traditionally been
our region. The
wormed with veterinary
time it takes for
products very regularly.
larvae to hatch and
Goats kept on grass adapt
Unfortunately, this
die is variable
their habits to graze lower
according
than they would in the wild practice has resulted in
parasites becoming
to conditions.
resistant to products
Some experts
licensed for goats and sheep.
recommend allowing each pasture to
rest for six weeks, but this is unlikely to
Current thinking is that worming
be long enough in
products, such as Panacur and
our damp temperate climate.
Albendazole, should be used minimally
and only for the most vulnerable
If you have horses, cows, or donkeys,
animals, so that resistance doesn’t
you could alternate their grazing with
continue to evolve and dominate the
sheep or goats. Sheep and goats share
parasite population. If all animals are
parasites, so should not use the same
wormed, only resistant parasites will
pasture. However, cattle and equines are
remain, and we will have no medication
not susceptible to the same roundworms
as sheep and goats, so alternating these
to fight them with when animals are
sick. If tolerant animals are carrying a
species can clear pastures of each other’s
wide variety of worms, then resistant
parasites. In any case, the land must still
worms have no advantage over
rest once grass cover is reduced to ten
susceptible ones and will remain a
centimetres to allow regrowth and longminority. Then, when we need to help a
term soil maintenance. It is best to set
sick animal, the medication will clear the
up a rotation of your pastures. For a
susceptible ones out. So, we are basically
smallholding, four pastures can be
helping susceptible worms to outenough for a small herd.
compete the resistant ones.
All grazing animals host parasites. That
Indiscriminate use of worming products
is inevitable. They only become a
and using too little per treatment are the
problem when the animal becomes
main causes of resistance in parasites.
overwhelmed with a heavy worm
So when you suspect a worm infection,
burden. Animals vary in their
take a sample of fresh droppings to the
vulnerability: lambs and kids are highly
susceptible and should be introduced to
vet for an egg test (une coproscopie).
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The vet will tell you if you need to treat
your animal. Make sure you know the
correct weight of the animal you will
treat so your vet can calculate the dose.
You may also want to worm a section of
your animals that you think are
vulnerable (e.g. those who are going to
give birth, the elderly). For this group,
dose at the weight of the heaviest
animal. Try not to de-worm more than a
quarter of the flock and only once a year,
if possible. Remember that
pharmaceutical wormers also kill soil
invertebrates, so their use is detrimental
to the ecosystem.
Poultry are also susceptible to parasites,
so it is important for runs to be regularly
changed to fresh ground, or let them
free-range if you can. Feeders and water
bowls need to be kept clean
of droppings.
In any case, your best line of defence is
pasture rotation to ensure healthy and
well-fed animals.

farm life
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astronomy

The

Night Sky

By Clair
Wardla e
w

Join our Facebook group
‘Astronomy &
Astrophotography France’

WHETHER YOU ARE AN EARLY RISER OR ENJOY GAZING AT THE
CHANGING LIGHTS AFTER THE SUN SETS YOU WILL FIND SOMETHING
TO WONDER ABOUT THIS MONTH

'G

alaxy Season' is upon us and with
binoculars or a small amateur
telescope this is a wonderful time to
observe a huge number of galaxies around
the constellation of Virgo. These are
collectively known as 'The Virgo Cluster'.
Read on to find out more about when and
where to spot some 'out of this world'
astronomical objects! The Moon and
Planets will perform a stunning celestial
dance throughout the month which can be
viewed without the aid of any special
equipment. . Be sure to look out for details
of the beautiful Lunar Eclipse in the early
hours of the 16th.
Here are a few of the highlights and
constellations to look out for in May.
Cygnus: the constellation of 'The Swan' is
found towards the east while facing north.
The Keystone: a rhombus shaped
asterism, which is part of the constellation
of Hercules and can be seen above Cygnus
Leo: which contains so many beautiful
galaxies, easily found in the southern sky,
towards the west
Arcturus: the bright star in Bootes will
be due south and which will, as always,
help you to find The Great Bear (or
The Plough)
The Moon and Planets
On the 1st day of the month it may be
possible to see a beautiful procession of 4
Planets in the early morning. You should
look to the east before dawn, from 4.30am
onwards. Depending on where you are in

Cygnus

Hercules

Claire Wardlaw,
originally from
Edinburgh, lives in
the Charente with
her husband. Since
their move nearly
6 years ago, Claire
has become
passionate
about astronomy

magnitude of -1.4! ). All other stars are
France you will see Venus and Jupiter rise
almost together, led by Saturn and Mars.
given an apparent magnitude
Then, on the evening of the 2nd a very
measurement by comparing them to Vega.
narrow crescent Moon will be visible
Brighter stars are given a minus
towards the north west. It will be very
measurement, dimmer ones a plus
close to the stunning star cluster 'The
measurement on the scale. It is a mere 26
Pleiades' as it sets in a darkening sky. You
light years from the Earth and is one of the
may just be able to see planet Mercury in
three bright stars which help to define the
between these two bright
beautiful 'Summer
objects. Late in the month,
Triangle' which
It is a mere 26 light years
from the 25th to the 27th
can help us find
you should be able to spot
from the Earth and is one of our way around
another lovely train of
the three bright stars which the celestial plane.
Planets - Mars, Jupiter and
help to define the beautiful
Vega is a bright
Venus - as well as a waning
bluish star which
'Summer
Triangle'
crescent Moon as they rise
is around 2.5
in the eastern sky. Again,
times larger than
look before sunrise to see firstly Mars and
our
Sun
and
has
a
radius
of roughly 1.1
Jupiter sitting just above the Moon on the
million
miles.
At
500
million
years old
25th. By the 26th Mars will have changed
Vega is said to be middle aged. It will run
its position a little. On the 27th the Moon
out of fuel in another half a billion years.
and Venus will be closest together.
Vega was our North star several thousand
Moon phases for the month of May:
years ago and will regain that title in
another 12,000 years.
First Quarter Moon: 9th May
Full Moon: 16th May

A little bit of Science (Fun facts)

Last Quarter Moon: 22nd May

The distances between objects in the night
sky are measured in units called 'degrees'.
When observing, our hands and fingers
can help us to navigate around from one
object to another. Holding your arm out
in front of you and stretching out your
hand would indicate an area of 22 degrees
of the night sky. One finger held out at
arms length would measure less than 1
degree and would, for example, cover
the Moon.

New Moon: 31st May
Star of the Month: Vega
The fifth brightest star viewed from earth,
Vega is returning to prominence in the
eastern skies this month. Also known as
'Alpha Lyrae', Vega is the lead star in the
constellation of Lyra - or The Lyre. It has
an apparent magnitude of 0.0, (Sirius, the
brightest star in the night sky has a

Leo
Zodiacal light
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home & specialist
Observing challenge:
The Lunar Eclipse

Meteor Showers in May.
The η { Eta } Aquariids

A lunar eclipse occurs when the Earth lies
This annual meteor shower will be at its
directly between the Sun and the Moon,
best in the wee small hours (around dawn)
and as a result the Moon falls into shadow
with the 'peak' of activity falling on the
and can seem to change colour. What you
6th. Because the 'radiant' - or origin point
will see of the eclipse depends on your
- of these meteors is below the horizon,
position. I have done a search for my exact
you may not see quite so many meteors.
position and how it will
You could expect to see
affect my view of the
up to 50 meteors per
You could expect to see
eclipse using the really
hour nevertheless, if you
useful site
up to 50 meteors per
stay up / get up early!
www.timeanddate.com.
hour nevertheless, if you Some of the Aquariids
You can enter your
will leave beautiful long
stay up / get up early!
precise location and find
trains. The constellation
out what you will see and
of 'Aquarius' will be
timings for the event. I will need to be
below the southern horizon while
ready and looking towards a low clear
observing so try to ensure that you can
westerly horizon from 3.30am to see the
find a good wide open southerly vantage
start of the eclipse. The Moon sets not
point to catch a few falling stars.
long after 6am so it will become more
tricky to observe. Good luck and do let me
know what you spot.
Clear Skies and Happy Star Gazing!

home & specialist

Chimney sweep
Certificates issued for every sweep
Over 10 years’ experience.
Depts. 16, 17, 79, 86
Registered Chambre de
Métiers et de l'Artisanat

Contact Nick on email:
nickthesweep@gmail.com
or T. 05 45 71 33 36
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Siret 81968203000013

●
●
●
●

� We supply and fit a range of
carpets to suit all budgets

PM

� We also fit Karndean, vinyl,
wood and ceramic tile

For all your flooring needs

� Now selling a selection of wool
and mixed fibre rugs

CARPETS &
FLOORING

� Over 25 years’ experience, 100%
customer satisfaction

Contact Paul on 06 60 07 54 78 or 05 45 84 27 75
www.pmcarpetsandflooring.com

home & specialist

Fitted Kitchens, UPVC & Aluminium Double Glazing
UPVCWindows, Doors & Conservatories in all colours
Aluminium & UPVC bi-fold doors
Made to UK spec in French styles!
Made in the UK
Fitted in France

Phone:
Mobile:
SIRET: 513 577 809 00017

I’m free…. but I could be yours
Prices starting from 35€ ttc per month

Contact Gayle and Sam on 05 17 36 15 32
etcetera 51
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SATELLITE TV

STUART
WALLACE
THE FRENCH HOUSE

W

Freesat is not the same as Freeview. Done.
A little late news-wise, but have you
discovered the ‘W’ channel at position 156
on your Freesat box? Apparently, the
channel will, and I quote, ‘tug at your
heartstrings and get you right into the
centre of the action’. Nope, me neither.
You can, if you want, also find the channel
on your free-to-air receiver. Just do a
fresh scan and it should appear.

here does the time go? May already?
I went to an install recently where the
It really does seem to be true that
satellite dish was literally hanging off the
time moves faster the older you get.
wall. One of the top fixing bolts wasn’t
Incidentally, ‘old get’ is what I think Mrs
there and the other top bolt was barely in
W calls me, a bit odd
the stonework. The wall
though. It doesn’t make
bracket was hanging so far
sense. Nicknames need to
Remember that you don’t
down the dish had
need an internet
have some meaning don’t
completely lost the signal.
connection to watch TV
they? I call her ‘bulldog
So, the installer had simply
thistle’, because when she
aligned the dish, leaving it
shouts at me, well, you get
hanging from the wall,
the idea. Ready for another instalment of
albeit receiving a minimal signal. No new
what I imagine will be a best-selling book
fixings, nothing. Poor show. Please make
one day? Not thought of a title yet, but
sure that you fix the dish mounting
‘Surely not this again?’ has been
bracket securely. It’s not always possible
suggested. I suspect the provider of the
to get four good fixings in certain walls,
but three should suffice. Absolute worst
title was being cruel.
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case, two solid fixings, using
opposite corners.
Remember that you don’t need an internet
connection to watch TV. Whether it be
French terrestrial, French satellite or UK
satellite (others are of course available),
none of them require an internet
connection to function. You can connect
certain services for additional online
features but you don’t need to. On the flip
side, if you want services like Netflix or
Amazon Prime Video then you do need an
internet connection. These are streaming
services and not ‘broadcast’ TV.
That’s all from me this month. Please feel
free to get in touch if you have any
questions. See you soon. Ah, I see the
irony in the book title now.

getting connected
Siret: 828 984 815 0013

HUARD FONTAINE

Satellite & TV Installation
UK & French TV
4G Internet

Based in 87
- will travel

From caravans to chateaux…
and everywhere in between!

M: 06 07 72 68 87
E: huardfontaine@yahoo.com

I offer free &

Hedley Marsh
86150 Moussac sur Vienne
Tel: 05 49 48 35 49
Mobile: 06 45 74 25 36
Email: hedleymarsh@orange.fr

Give us a call no job too small

House Renovation & Maintenance

Siret: 51190455900024

I offer free &
friendly
advice
friendly
advice
so
please
don’t
so please don’t
hesitatetoto
hesitate
contact
me.
contact me

ROBERT MAHONY

Simple jobs
Complete renovations
New builds
Conformity checks
Emergency Call outs
Fully insured 10yr guarantee

• French registered, fully qualified electrician
• Project Management
• All Estimates Free
• 10 year guarantee
or
Souvigne 16240 (Nr Aigre)

Siret 80991622400011

CHARLES HODENCQ
Electricité Générale

French Electrician - fluent English Speaker
Based in Bellac - covering 87
& parts of 86,16 & 23

For all your electrical needs - safety
checks, re-wires, new builds, upgrades
and complete renovations
05 55 68 62 26 / 06 24 27 01 86
charleselec@gmail.com
Siret No: 503121279 00015

siret: 48002659000012

ELECTRICIAN

Tel: 05 49 91 85 54

DAVID READ

PETER AMOR

French trained
Electrician
Domestic, Public & Industrial Work
Computer technician
French Speaking
Offers good free advice
87190 Magnac Laval
T: 05 55 68 08 13
M: 06 25 20 99 13

david.read@wanadoo.fr
Siret 490820859RM87
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ANDREW LONGMAN

Bathrooms & En Suites /
Plasterboard and Plastering /
Water Mains & Drainage /
Heating Installation
Oil, Wood Stoves & Pellet Burners /
Servicing & Repairs

T: 05 45 89 38 02
E: simon.kershaw@wanadoo.fr

Siret 509 768 693 00012

siret 440 419 018 00013

Homecall PC

PLUMBING REPAIRS
ALTERATIONS
INSTALLATIONS
OVER 30 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

FULLY INSURED
BASED IN DEPT 79 - WILL TRAVEL

T: 05 49 29 12 64 / M: 06 79 37 02 08
E: ak.longman@hotmail.co.uk

DARREN LUCKHURST

PC repair on house calls
PC building on demand
We sell hardware & peripherals
ESET SECURITY BROADBAND INSTALLATION
SOFTWARE RETAILER ASSISTANCE ON SITE
Year round maintenance • Contracts on request

Tel: 05 55 78 24 86
Email: contact@homecallpc.com
www.homecallpc.com

Email
sales@anglocomputers.com

87150 Champagnac La Riviere

OPEN MON TO SAT 9AM / 8PM

DO YOU USE

Piegut-Pluviers, Dordogne

OR

Siret 49239708800021

FOR HEATING?

DO YOUR BILLS KEEP RISING?
HERE IS THE SOLUTION
THIS IS NOT A GIFT, IT IS INDIRECTLY PAID BY FUEL COMPANIES (IMPOSED BY
THE GOVERNMENT IN THE FORM OF GRANTS) BECAUSE THEIR ENERGY OPTION
IS DEEMED TO CONTRIBUTE NO ECONOMIC REDUCTION IN ENERGY RESOURCES.
Simply fill in the form below and return to us we’ll tell you if you’re eligible for a government grant
or call us 09 81 32 42 37 or email: contact@newwave-energies.com

Return form to: New Wave Energies, 51 Rue Descartes, 87000 Limoges

New Wave Energies • Siège social : 51, rue Descartes
87000 Limoges Tel : 0 981 324 237 • S.A.S.U. au capital
de 50 000 euros • N° de Siret 800 247 274 00035
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ENGLISH
SPOKEN

artisans
BESPOKE JOINERY & RENOVATIONS
DOORS-SHUTTERS-STAIRS-FLOORINGKITCHENS

FULLY EQUIPPED WORKSHOP & 40 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE
LOTS OF SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

05 45 31 14 58 / 06 63 20 24 93
adrian.luke.amos@gmail.com
SIRET : 508 248 747 000 18

ARCHITECT

John Hartie B.Arch. A.R.I.A.S, R.I.B.A
ORDRE des ARCHITECTES
no. 073326
Based in La Rochefoucauld
for over 12 years
14 Rue des Bans
16110 La Rochefoucauld
T: 05 45 91 73 90 / 06 81 90 18 87
Email: john.hartie@orange.fr
Eco-Buildings - New Build
Renovations - Barn Conversions

Siret. 500 835 189 000 16

ADRIAN AMOS

SPECIALIST CARPENTER/JOINER
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artisans

Siret:530 444 496 00018

05 45 91 26 61 / 06 56 79 25 58
WE NOW CONSTRUCT

TIMBER FRAME HOUSES
FROM YOUR PLANS, DESIGNS
OR IDEAS.
FROM SUPPLY & ERECTION TO
FULL TURN KEY SERVICE

All other aspects of building, joinery, dampproofing & timber treatment still available

Sean’s Painting
& Decorating
Services

Petits travaux du Batiment

Stuart F Park
Painter Decorator

Interior & Exterior

Siret: 489 199 661 00013

Other work carried out

Painting, Tiling, Wallpaper hanging
all types of decorating undertaken
Confolens 16 and area
25 years experience.

Sean Morrison 06 74 56 89 11
morrisonman8@gmail.com

Contact 05.45.85.78.30 / 06.04.49.04.10
stuart.park@hotmail.fr

BUILDING / MULTI SERVICE

Troy Davey

All aspects of building work undertaken:
� Renovations
� Barn Conversions
� Plasterboarding / Plastering
� Brick/Blockwork/Stonework/Repointing
� Tiling

05 55 60 47 78
06 10 49 49 57
troy.davey@orange.fr
siret: 49895173000015

Based 87330
References Available

Andrew Hadfield

05 55 60 72 98
07 81 53 71 91
dandahadfield@aol.com
siret: 53229047500013
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w it h over 4 0 years’ exp erien c e in ;

w w w.stric tlyroofin g .fr
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.

06 35 11 27 31

.

• T ile & Slate R oofin g

• L isted bu ildin g s

• R oof ren ovation s

• In su ran c e c laim s

• Storm dam ag e

• C h im n ey rem ovals

• Z in c g u tterin g

• E m erg en cy c all-ou t • R ep airs

• B ox g u tters

• Sp ec ial p rojec ts

.

S A RL

• Velu x w in dow s

Contact us for your free estimate
adm in @stric tlyroofin g .fr

Stric tly R o o f i n g - Malcolm C ook e

artisans

Steve’s property
maintenance
ALL TYPES OF ROOFING,
RENOVATIONS, CONVERSIONS,
PLASTERING, STUD WALLS,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

FULLY INSURED

T. 05 55 50 52 02
E: lowe.steven@orange.fr
Siret 84223310800013

M C SCAFFOLDING
Siret: 80025145600011

Full English
Scaffolding Service

Safe, secure, adaptable. Meets all safety regs.
Covered by full public liability insurance.
Delivered, erected, and dismantled
Over 20 years’ experience. Free Quotes.

One Builder

Tout Batiment

www.timhartley.fr
Lathus - Le Dorat - Bellac - La Souterraine
Dompierre-les-Églises - Saint-Léger-Magnazeix - Magnac-Laval

Registered in France 2001
05 55 60 86 62 / 06 71 78 94 34

Siret 434972303RM87
tim_hartley@hotmail.com

Kitchens & Bathrooms
Dry Lining - walls and ceilings
Tiling - walls and floors
Painting and decorating
Wood and Laminate flooring

Siret: 49411778100018

Depts 16, 87, part 24, 17, 79 & 86
Day: 07 85 44 26 66 / Eve: 05 45 66 49 87
martin.clare6@gmail.com

Fully insured with 10 year guarantee
Based in Dept 16 but will travel

Tel. 05 45 31 60 68 / 06 72 90 24 90
Email: aghearmon@gmail.com
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artisans

Professional Building and Construction in France
~ Since 2006 ~
Please see our main advert on the back page for full details

�
�
�

New Builds
Approved Fosses Septiques
Driveways / Land clearance

�
�
�

Renovations
Foundations
Lake Conformity works

I’m free…. but I could be yours
Advertise Your Business

From just 35€ ttc per month

www.etceteraonline.org
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Siret 489 815 258 00012

artisans
Sun Terraces

(traditional joinery),

Roofing,
Carpentry,
Stonework,
Renovations &
Restorations

30 yrs’ experience

Depts 16, 24, 87 Tel: 05 45 21 63 96
Email: wesley.halton@orange.fr
www.facebook.com/wezconstructions

Fully registered and insured
Trading in France since 2007

Call Mark for a free quotation:
T: 05 55 44 71 44 / M: 06 78 60 96 16
mumford.toiture@gmail.com
Siret no. 493 159 412 00037

ROOFING SPECIALISTS

Insurance guarantee on all work. 15 years’ experience

CONTACT: PAUL CHARLESWORTH

T: 06 77 90 08 60 E: pmcbatiment@yahoo.fr
Based Saint-Junien. Covering Depts 87-16-24
Siret : 531 655 231 00 11

Roofing / Renovatio
Roofing / Renovations
ALL ASPECTS OF ROOFING /
RENDERING & POINTING
- Zinc / PVC guttering
- Anti-moss
- Insulation & Plaster boarding
- Interior / exterior renovations
For a free quotation please contact: Howard
(fully bilingual, living in France since 1990,
10 yr décennale Insurance)

Tel: 05.55.60.23.70 / 06.85.43.13.58
Email: rcc87@live.fr

Depts: 87,86,16 & 23 Siret: 799 894 860 000 11
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motors & removals

Typically 40% cheaper than French prices

Tyre fitting, inc balancing : 12€
Tracking/Alignment
: 35€
Car/Van servicing
: 75€ + parts
E: dixontyres@gmail.com
T: 0545 306707

siret 53821341400013

Depts 16, 86, 87 & 24
(Car & van servicing, Towbars & LHD lights)
Any make of Car or Van
Fully mobile service at your address

CARS MOTORCYCLES LIGHT TRUCKS

CHABANAIS WORKSHOP
Free courtesy cars - Valeting - Car storage with free
airport drop offs - Cambelts - Diagnostics - Welding
Electrics - Tow bars - Tyre-fitting/Punctures - A/C
CT Prep - Garden Tools & Chainsaws Sharpened
Email rmbservicesfrance@gmail.com
Tel. 06 01 59 60 75 Siret: 815 114 7720 0016

Walton Coachworks

87600 Vayres Nick Walton

MECHANICAL WORK ON ALL MAKES &
MODELS IRRESPECTIVE OF AGE

• Welding • Servicing • Diagnosis • Stereo & CD
installation • LHD lights & tow-bars fitted
• Wheel alignment • Replacement tyres & balancing
• Interior & exterior valeting

NEW

• Pre-Controle Technique check • Top quality tyres
(within 48 hrs) • Parts available same day or
in 24hrs - less common cars 3-day delivery
walton-coachworks@hotmail.com
Tel: 07 87 65 53 11 / 05 55 78 67 02

siret: 48252490700011

TRANSITION REMOVALS

Advertise Your
Business
For as little as 35€ ttc
www.etceteraonline.org
62 etcetera

Family run business based in France which prides itself on a personal professional service.
7 tonne truck to and from the UK and Europe, we also have a box trailer for larger loads.
Our highly experienced staff provide a door to door service with packing and dry secure storage
We are a professional furniture removal company NOT a man and a van.
Please call Phil and Jean Evans....

Phone (+33) 05 55 34 19 46 Mobile (+33) 06 80 75 87 14
Email p.evans@orange.fr Visit www.transitionremovals.net

motors & removals
A Family Run Storage Firm in the Heart of the Limousin

Full and Part Loads
Relocations in France

Siret 502 021 660 00019

Packing & Storage Options

Tel: 05 49 07 24 85

Brexit-busting Super Low Prices!
Secure, dry, insulated storage
Established 2007

Now storing cars, caravans
and camping cars
Call Karen for a quote on

Franglais Deliveries

●
●
●
●
●
●

Weekly United Kingdom � France � Spain
United Kingdom - Kent & Home Counties
Storage La Souterraine / Canterbury / Lincolnshire
Very competitive rates
Fully Insured
Call Matt on: 0044 (0)7506 457225
Email: ma.europeanremovals@gmail.com
20+ years’ experience

09 66 03 52 89

Read the digital
version at
www.etceteraonline.org
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property

Estate Agents - Advertise Your Properties here
Contact us on 05 17 36 15 32 / editors.etcetera@gmail.com
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